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The Li~artan pairs proposed in [1J as an algebraic frame for the classical
operators of differential geometry are generalized to the Zj2-graded case (graded LieCartan pairs of a gJ;aded Lie algebra and a graded commutative algebra). The generalized
case is reduced to the Abelian case by,t~nsoring with arbitrary graded commutative
algebras.
'

The Lie-Cartan pairs (L, A) of a Lie algebra and a commutative algebra were
introduced in [1 J as a purely algebraic frame for d~scribing the interrelation
between the following classical geometric items: the covariant exterior derivative bQ
attached to a connection (! (resp. the exterior derivative b), the Lie derivative e(~),
and the inner product i(~). The (associative) algebra A in [1J was ,assumed
commutative because of the -need, for a derivation ~ of A, to yield again a
derivation a~ through composition with multiplication from the left by any
element a of A. However this fact holds more generally for A graded commutative,
provided we take derivations in the graded commutative sense (thus yielding a
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Lie super algebra structure!). With this choice the theory in [1] can be generalized
(with identical results up to Z/2-grading to "graded Lie-Cartan pairs" (L,A) of a
Lie super algebra L and a graded commutative algebra A, with definition axioms
being natural modifications of the definition axioms in [1]: one needs only add,
whereve~ necessary, the characteristic signs (-l)ij concomitant with permutation
of factors with respective grades i and j. Now, instead of adapting the proofs in
-[1]- to the Z/2-graded case - which would lead to cumbersome calculations, one
can, more interestingly, reduce the generalized Z/2-graded results to the previous
(trivially graded) case by means. of the following device (possibly of independent
interest): given a graded Lie-Cartan pair (L, A) and an arbitrary graded commutative algebra U, the pair (Lu, Au) obtained from the skew products Lu = U ®L, Au
= U ®A, turns out to be again naturally a graded Lie-Cartan pair, and this in
such a way .that:
(i) V-connections of (L, A) naturally define corresponding Vu-connections of
(Lu,Au) for Vu~= U®V;
(ii) graded-alternate A -linear V-valued .n-forms A on L naturally yield
corresponding Au-linear Vu..;valued forms Au on L u , the operators b(J' 8(J (~) and
i(~) essentially commuting with the map A -+ Au. .
Moreover, since knowledge of all restrictions Au to zero grade elements
characterizes A, one has automatic transfer of results from the trivially graded to
the Z/2-graded case.
Our paper is organized as follows: Section 1 defines the graded Lie-Cartan
pairs, discusses adjuction of a unit, and· describes the injective and degenerate
. special cases. Section 2 defines the classical operators b(J' bo, 8(J(~)' i(~) and
.. provides the main Theorem 2.3. We formulate the definitions in terms of the
. graded antisymmetrizer Am so as to obtain operators a priori respecting the
graded-alternate property - with the bonus of thus motivating the complicated
signs arising in the explicit formulae (2.2) specifying these operators, Section 3
describes the passage of pairs (L, A) to pairs (Lu, Au), the assignplent of Vuconnections of (Lu, Au), to V-connections of (L, A), and the extension A -+ Au of
graded alternate forms, with the ensuing commutation theorem (independent of
Sections 1 and 2 in which it is used for the proof of Theorem 2.3). Section 4
discusses derivation properties of b(J' 8(J(~)' and i(~). We gathered in Appendix
A necessary results on graded vector spaces and algebras. Appendix B describes
"graded symmetrization" in terms of more general "twisted symmetrization".
In our paper we do not discuss the concepts of graded manifolds or supermanifolds since we do not need to use them. However, for the benefit of the reader, we
have given some of the recent references (see Refs. [2-8]) on the subject. In particular, Ref. [6] relates to the tensorization method which we discuss in Section 3.
1

Since the only gradings appearing in this paper are Zj2-gradings, we shall indifferently use the
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1. Graded Lie-Cartan pairs
1.1. DEFINITION. A real (complex) graded Lie-Cartan pair 2 is a couple (£, A)
of a graded Lie algebra L and a unital graded commutative algebra A, botv real
(complex), endowed with graded bilinear products:
(~,a)ELxA -+~aEA,

(1.1)

and
(a, ~) EA x L -+a~ EL,

(1.2)

with Ai I.J cD + j~

with the following properties:
(i) the product (1.1) defines a homomorphism 3 L ~ Der A of graded Lie
algebras, i.e. one has
~(a, b)

.T~, 11] a

== (~a)b+( -l)oa~a(~b),

=

~(11)a-( -l)O~m,11(~a),

~EL', aEA', bEA,

(1.3)

aEA, ~EL', 11EL,

(1.4)

(ii) the product (1.2) makes L a unital 1eft A-module 4
a(b~) = (ab) ~

(denoted ab~),
1~ =~,

a,

bE A, ~ E

L,

~EL,

(1.5)

(1.6)

(iii) we have in addition the properties 5
(a~)b = a(~b) (denoted a~b),

[~; a11] = (_l)oao~ a [~, 11] +(~a) 11,

a, bEA, ~EL,
a EA', ~ EL', 11 EL.

(1.1)
. (1.8)

With (L, A) a graded Lie-Cartan pair, and V a linear graded left A-module, 6
a V -connection is a zero-grade. assignment, to each ~ E Lof a linear operator a(e) 7

We currently use the term graded to mean Z/2-graded (we recall that we denote by E" the set
El of homogeneous elements of the graded vector space E = EO + El). For a general inforJ11ation

2

EO

U

.on graded structures see Appendix.
: In fact a zero-grade homomorphism according to the second line (L1).
5 In fact. a graded left A-mo.dule according to the second line (L2).
. The aXIOm (1.8) together WIth the commutation axiom of graded Lie algebras implies thst OM
has rae, '1] = a [e, '1] -( -1)""(&+il~) ('1 a)~.
6 I.e. a graded real (complex) vector space carrying a linear representation aE A -. [X eY
-. aX E V] with AP V k c AP+\ p, k E Zj2.
7 l.e.R~linear (C-linear). Note that since A is assumed unital, the second line in (1.9) co~~

.
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On the other hand

of V behaving as a derivation for the left A-module struct':lre of V:
Q(~)

X

c VO~ox,

Q( ~) (tXX + PY) =

Q(~)(aX)

=

Q([~,

tXQ (~) X + pQ (~) y,

(_I)o~oa Q(~) X +(~a) X,_ .

XEV', YEV, aEA', tX, PER(C),

and moreover linear in the sense
Q(tX~+P~) = tXQ(~)+PQ(~),

~,11

= L, tX, PER(EC).

=

aQ(~),

~(ab)

aE A,

~E

L

(1.11)

11J) = [Q(~), Q(11)J,

(1.12)

where [, J in the r.h.s. denotes a graded commutator.
The curvature of the V-connection Q is the assignment to (~, 11) E L x L of the
map: V --+ V given by
Q(~, 11) = [Q(~), Q(11)] ~Q([~, 11J),
(1.13)
where the first bracket on the r.h.s. denotes a g:raded commutator.

11)(aX)

= (_l)(O~+o,,) a {Q(~,

11) X},

aE A', X

E

V.

*

+( -1)k(i+J)(11a)Q(~)X +~(11a)X,

(1.15)

hence

[Q (~), Q(11) J (aX) = ( - 1)i(k + j) a {Q (~) Q(11) - ( - 1)jk Q(11) Q(~)}X +

+( _1)k(i+ J) (11 a) Q(~)_

+ [~ (11 a) - ( - 1)jk 17 (~ a)] X
Q(11)] X + ([~, 11] a) X.

- ( - 1)k(i + J) + jk (~ a) Q(11) X

8

a [Q (~),

(1.18)

In other terms, .Q(~, 17) is an endomorphism of grade a~+a17 of the left A-module V.

aEA', bEA.

(1.19)

1.4. DEFINITION. A subpair of a graded Lie-Cartan pair (L, A) is a couple
(L',A,) of a sub super Lie' algebra L' of L and a graded unital subalgebra A' of A
such that one has ~aEA' and a~EL" for all ~EL" and aEA·. The subpair (L', A') is
itself a graded Lie-Cartan pair for the products (1.1) and (1.2).
Given a real (complex) graded Lie-Cartan pair (L, A) the subpair (L, R) (resp.
(L, C» is called the depletion of (L, A). 9
1.5. DEFINITION. We define, for a graded Lie-Cartan pair (L, A)

L.L = {~EL: ~a = 0 for all aEA},

(1.20)

A.L = {aEA: ~a = 0 for all ~EL}.

(1.21)

The pair (L, A) is called injective whenewer L.L = {O}, and degenerate whenever
L.L = L (or equivalently A.L = {O}).

+ (11 a) X}
A
1)i(k + J) aQ (~) Q(11) X + ( - 1)ij (~a) Q(11) X

11(~) {Q(11)(aX)} = Q(~) {( -l)ij aQ (11) X

= ( -l)i(k+ j)

a, bEA,

F or these facts, we refer to Appendix A.

(1.14)

.Proof: We have, writing oa = i,011 = j, o~ = k

= (-

(Xa)b+a(~b),

~(ab)= (Xa) b+~ -1)00 a(~b),

1.2. LEMMA. Given a V-connection Q of a graded Lie-Cartan pair (L, A), the
value Q(~, 11) of the curvaturefor ~, 11EL" behaves as follows w.r.t. the left A-module
structure of V: one has 8
Q(~,

=

resp.

and flat whenever·
Q([~,

(1.17)

1.3. Remark. The first example of a real (complex) Lie-Cartan pair (L, A) is
obtained as follows: take for A a graded-commutative algebra, with L = Der A,
the set of graded derivations of A, [ , J the graded commutator. We recall that
Der A = (Der A)O EB(Der A)l with (Der A)O, resp. (Der A)l the even, resp. odd endomorphisms ~ of A as a graded vector space such that

(1.10)

The V-connection Q is called local whenever
Q(a~)

11J)(aX) =(-l)i(k+j)aQ([~, I1J)X+([~, l1Ja)X,

whence (1.14) by difference.
(1.9)

where
.~EL",
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1.6. LEMMA. The Definition 1.5 implies
(i) L.L is a graded ideal of the graded Lie algebra L and a submodule of the left
A-module L.
(ii) A.L is a graded unital subalgebra of A.
(iii) L is a graded Lie algebra over A.L (i.e. the bracket [ , J of L is graded,
A .L-bilinear).
(iv) The products (1.1) and (1.2) are also graded A .L-bilinear.
(v) (Lj L1., A) is an injective graded Lie-Cartan pair with the definitions

(1.16)
(l

E

8 Note that, for the depletion of (L, A), the product (1.1) is trivial: ~(l = 0 for all ~ E L,
C), owing to the fact that derivations of a unital algebra vanish on the unit.

(l

E

R (resp.
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[~, if] = [',11]-,
~a

= ,a,

and for a E A, 11,
(1.22)

a~ = a"

'E

'E

Proof: (i) L.L is a graded ideal of L as the kernel of the homomorphism
, ~(a ~,a) from L to Der A. It is a submodule of the A-module L since it is
obviously linear and, for
L.L, (a,) b = a (,b) = 0 for all a, bE A.
. (ii) A.L is obviously linear. For a = aO+ a 1 E A.L, 'E L· one has,. ,ao
= -,a1EAo nAl = {O} thus A.L is graded. And, for a, b in A.L, one has ,Cab)
=('a)b+(....:.I)BaB~a('b)=O for all ~EL'. A.L is unital, since RcA.L(CcA.L)
(cf. footnote 9).
(iii) For " 11 = L" and aE A.L one has by (1.8)

'E

[" a11] = (_I)BaB~ a [" 11],

(iv) One has, for a E A.L, bE A·,

= a [" 11].

,E L',

(1.23)

by (1.3) and (1.5)

(a,) b = a(,b),

,(ab)

~E

[~, aif]

L

=

[~, a11]

=

[~, a11]- =(_I)BaB~a[" 11]+(~a)11

=(_I)BaB~a[~, 11] +(~a)l1=(-I)BaB~aEl, if]+(~a)l1.

~here ~ denotes the class of
L modulo L.L.
(vi) The injective graded Lie-Cartan pairs are pairs of the type (L, A) with
A a graded-commutative unital algebra, and L a Lie subsuperalgebra of Der A.
(vii) The degenerate-graded Lie-Cartan pairs are obtained jrom couples L, A of
a Lie superalgebra L over A with ,a == 0 for
L, a EA.

[a~,11]
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= ( _1)BaB~ aeb

(1.24)

(vi) Is obvious.
(vii) Is obvious from (iii). •
1.7. Remark. With (L, A) a graded Lie-Cartan pair and Q a· subalgebra of A.L,
Lemma 1.6 shows that the elements of Q behave like scalars. We say in such case
that (L, A) is a graded Lie-.:Cartan pair over Q.
Remark. Most of the concepts and results of this paper admit an obvious

generalization from the category of graded Lie algebras and graded vector spaces
to the category of graded Lie algebras over Q and graded Q-modules (Q fixed).
This kind of generalization is useful in applications in which anticommuting
"parameters" are being used. Q is then usually taken as a Grassmann algebra with
"sufficiently many" (possibly with an infinite number of) generators.
The next lemma -shows that our assumptions, in Definition 1.1, that A is unital
and L a unital A-module, do not in fact restrict generality.
1.8. LEMMA. Defme a non-unital graded Lie-Cartan pair as a pair (£, A)
satisfying all the axioms in Definition 1.1 except the unital requirement of the
algebra A and the left A -module L. Then (L, A) is a graded Lie-Cartan pair if one
defines:
(i) A as the algebra obtained from A by adding a unit 1,
(ii) the products (1.1) and (1.2) of 'ELand exl+aEA as
(1.2~)

,(exl+a)=,a,

and (in fact for all a, bE A")

(ex 1 + a)
a(b,) = (~l)OaOb ba,,·

(1.25)

(ba) , = b(ae).

e= ex, + a,.

(1.29)

Moreover, with V a linear graded left A-module, the convention
(exl+a)X'= exX +aX,

(v) The first line in (1.22) defines the bracket of the quotient superalgebra L/L.L.
The two other lines are coherent definitions, since, for 11 E L.L

(1.27)

makes V a unital graded left A-module, say
a V-connection of (L, A).

exl+aEA,

V,

(1.30)

XE V

each V-connection

(!

of (L, A) yielding

Proof: Identical to that of Lemma 6 in [1]. •

since a, 11 E L.L. Moreover one has, for a, bE A,
(a~) b

2. The classical operators attached to a graded Lie-Cartan pair

,E L

= a, b = (a~) b = a(,b) = a(~b)

(1.26)

In this section we present an abstract (purely algebraic) graded version of the
classical operators, b(!' b0, 8(! (~) and i (,) of differential geometry.
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2.1. DEFINITION. We fix a unital graded Lie-Cartan pair (L, A) and a unital
graded left A-module V and denote by An(L, V) the graded vector space of graded
alternate V-valued n-linear forms on L, the range of the graded alternator An
acting in <;LJn(L, V) (~. Appendix B).
With ~, 11EL', aEA' and e a V-connection of (L, A) of curvature Q, the
operators b o, Q 1\, be!' Oo(~), e(~), OC!(~), Q(~, 11), i(~), a', ba 1\ and Q 1\ are then
defined as follows: 10 for A E An (L, V)" and ~i EL', i = 1, ... , n + 2, we set

(i) the operators (2.1) through (2.10) are homomorphisms of the graded vector
space A*(L, V): specifically, one has, for AEAn(L, V) (in fact, for AO' e 1\, b,I"Oo,
ba 1\ and Q 1\, for AE .fEn(L, V»12:

8

b o A, Q I\A, be! AE An+ 1 (L, V)0A,
80(~)A, e(~)A, 8e!(~)AEAn(L, V)o;.+o~,
i(~)AEAn-I(L, V)ol+O~,

n(n+ 1) A
AO
2
n+l

a' AEAn(L, V)0l+oa,
(2.1) 11

ba I\AEA n+1(L, v)o;'+oa,

with AO(~I' ... , ~n+l) = A([~I' ~2]' ~3' ... , ~n+d,

Q

e 1\ A = (n + 1) An + 1 AC!

(2.2)

with AC!(~I' ... , ~n+l) =(_1)OlO~le(~I)A(~2' ... , ~n+I)'

be = bo+e 1\,
Oo(~)A

=

(2.3)

-nAnA~

(Q(~, 11)A)(~I' ... , ~n)

oe (~) =

= e(~)(A(~I' ... , ~n»)'

{i(~)A}(~I' ... , ~n-I) =(-l)OlO~A(~, ~b
i(~)A

= 0,

(a'A)(~I' ... , ~n)

..• ,

~n-l)'

(2.7)

= a{A(~I' ... , ~n)}'

(2.8)

PROPOSITION.

~

j-I

k=1

a~k + a~j

I

k=i+I

a~b

(2.13)

i-I
with Pi == l+i+a~i(aA+

I

k= 1

a~k)'

i-I

I\A = (n+ 1)i n + 2) An+ 2A Q

Let (L, A), V, Q,

+ (a~i + a~j) I

(2.9)

with Aa(~I' ... , ~n+l) = (_l)o~I(Oa+ol)(~1 a)A(~2' ... , ~n+d,

2.2.

with Ciij = i +j

i= 1

AEAo(L, V),

with ~Q(~I' ... , ~n+2) =(_1)Ol(O~I+0~2)Q(~I' ~2)A(~3' ... , ~n+2)'

(ii) one has for bo, Q A, 00 (~), ba 1\, Q 1\ the following explicit formulae: for
~i E L', i = 1, ... , n + 2 (' indicating omission of the corresponding argument):

(2.6)

bal\A =(n+1)An+ 1Aa

Q

V)ol+O~+Oq,

11)AEAn(L,

i-I

(2.5)

= Q(~, 11)(A(~I' ... , ~n»)'

00 ( ~) + Q( ~),

Q(~,

I\AEAn+2(L, V)°A,

(2.4)

with A~(~I' ... , ~n) =(_l)0lo~A([~, ~1]' ~2' ... , ~n)'
(e(~)A)(~I' ... , ~n)

(2.11)

with Yi = a~ (aA +
(2.10)

and a be as in Definition 2.1. Then:

10 We recall that E" denotes the set of homogeneous elements in the graded vector space E. Note
that all Definitions 2.1 and 2.10 can be formulated for AE £,n(L, V).
11 Implying the vanishing of bo on AO(L, V), Similarly for eo(~).

I

k= 1

a~k)'

12 The relevant grading of A* (L, V) (resp. £,(L, V» is here the grading defined by the intrinsic
grading 8A of the form A (cf. (A.IS». As shown by (2.11), we have, for this 8-grading and ~EL; aEA' the
operator grades abo = 8(Q A) = 8b e == 8(Q A) = 0 and 8eo(~) = 8Q(~) = 88Q(~) = 8i(~) = 8~; 8(a')
= 8(ba A) = 8a' A* (L, V) possesses in addition the N-grading A* = EEl An(L, V) for which the grade of

neN

Qt' is two and that of bo, QA, bQ, baA one; that of

8-o(~), Q(~), 8Q(~)'

a' zero; that of

i(~),

-1.

10

(2.15) 13

i= 1

Check of (2.14): we have now (In 0 (Ji A;
of i and

=

(Ji 2; for (In in the stabilizer .Ei

n)

(J. = ( 1 2... '"
,
1
i 2 ... i ... n

(2.16) 14
(iii) A~(L, V) is stable under i(e;), a', ba /\, D(e;, 1]), e(l(e;) 15; and for a local
connection (}, under b(! and D /\ .

(2.19)

with x(e;, (Ji) as above and Card.Ei = (n-1)!. Thus

Proof: (i) b o, (} /\ (hence b(l)' eo (e;), ba /\ and D /\ have range inA* (E, V) since
they are defined by means of the graded alternator. 'And (} (e;) A, i (C;) A, aA are
graded alternate for A graded alternate. The inclusions (2.11) are obVious, the
intrinsic grade of an operator being the excess of the grade of its value over the
sum of grades of its arguments.
(ii) Check of (2.12): we have .En +1 =
U .Eij 0 (Jij with (Jij the permuta-

£(_1)0;(0;1+ ... +0;i-l+ 0A) x

=

,

i=l

(2.20)

l~i<j~n+l

tion

, (1 23
(Jij
=

..

. 1 ]

•••

,. .

1),

n+
i ... j ... n+ 1 .

1 ~ i <j ~ n+l

(2.17)

and .Eij the subgroup of .En +1 leaving stable the subset {i, j}. Due to the graded
.
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.

.

.

1

+o;·~·

antI symmetry of A and the fact that [e;j' e;J = ( -1)
1
J [e;b e;j], we have
(In+l o (Jij A{) = (JijA{) for (In+l E.Eij.16 Formula (2.10) then follows from the fact
that Card.Eij = 2(n-1)! and x(e;, (Jij) = -( -ltij .
Check (2.13):, we have .En+1 = U .Ei O(Ji with
iel n + 1.

n+1)
1 2 ...
(J.1
= .
,
,
( z 1 ... 1....• ... n+
1

Check of (2.15): we have (In+ 1 O(Ji 2a = (Ji 2a for (In+ 1 E.Ei and (Ji as in (2.18).
Formula (2.15) then follows from the already stated facts, Card.Ei = n! and (2.18a).
Check of (2.16): we have (In+l O(JijA Q = (Jij 2 Q for (Jij the permutation (2.17),
where n -4' n+ 1, and (Jij in the subgroup .Eij of .En+2 leaving stable the subset
{i, j} (this because of the graded antisymmetry of 2 and the fact that D(1], e;)
= -( _1)ar,0; D(e;, 1]). Formu!~+\2.16) then follows from the facts that Card.Eij
= 2(n!) and x(e;,(Jij) = (-1) l J , .
(iii) Let 2EA~(L, V); we have, from (2.7),
{i(e;)2}(e;1, ... , bc;b ... , e;n-1) =(-I)OAO~A(e;, e;b ... , be;k, ~ .. , c;n)

l~i~n+l'

(2.18)
=(-1)

and .Ei the subgroup of .En + 1 leaving i invariant. We have (In+ 1 0 (Ii 2(! = (Ji 2(1 due
to graded anti symmetry of 2. Formula (2.13) then follow~ from the facts that
Card Li = n! and
J:
) _ (
(
(2.18a)
xs,~
- - 1)1+i+0;i(0;1
. +... +0;i-1) .

With Pi as in (2.13).
14 With (Xij as in (2.12).
15 Observe that 9(/ (~) leaves A~ (L, V) stable also for a non-local connection
explicitly stated in [1].
16 See formula (B.7) of Appendix B.

OAO; + ob( OA +

ob[O(i(;)A) +
'=(-1)

(a'2)(e;1, ... , be;k, ... , e;n) =(-1)
{!,

k-1
I:

i=1

e;1, ... , e;n-1)

O;i]
b{i(e;)2}(e;1, ... , e;n),

(2.21)

further, from (2.8),
ob( oA +

13

k-1 .
I: O;i)
i=1 b2(e;,

k-1
I:

i=1

O;i)
ab2(e;b ... , e;n)'

this property is not

(2.22)

2.3. Remark. As a particular case of an A-module V we can take V = A.
A local A -connection is then given by

further, from (2.9) using (1.5), since V is a left A-module
~a
I\.

j;

j;)

(b~l' ... , ~n+l

(

= -1)

(ob+o~l)(oa+oA)

j;

b(~la)A(~2' ... , ~n+d

= (_l)ObOA abAa(~l' ... ,
and for k

~

~n)

d(~)

(2.23)

1

k-l

Aa(~l' ... , b~k' ... , ~n)

O~l(oa+oA)+ob(OA+ I O~i)

= (-1)

i=2

13
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(2.27)

~

assigning to each ~ E L its action on A .as in the definition of the Lie-Cartan pair.
The covariant derivative acting on A * (L, A) corresponding to this connection is
denoted simply b. Thus (2. 1)--{2.3) " and (2.27) imply
-

(bA)(~l'

(~l a)bA(~2' ... , ~n)

=

... ,

~n+l) =

(-lyxijA([~i' ~jJ, ~b

I
1 ~i

<j~n+

... ,

~i'

... ,

~j,

... ,

~n+l)+

"

1

(2.28)
(2.24)

for AEAn(L, A). The notation ba /\ for the operator (2~9) agrees then with (2.28)
and with the exterior product notation of Section 4.

hence Aa is A-linear, and so is ba /\, since An+l obviously commutes with
multiplication from the left by b.
To prove that be and 8e(~) leave A~(L, V) stable, we shall use the intertwining
Theorem 3.6 of the next section.17 We denote by U an arbitrary graded commutative algebra, and observe that, by using Proposition 3.3, bo A. is A-linear if the
restriction (be A)g of (beA)u to (Lu)O is (Au)O-linear.Now, using (3.27) (cf. Proposition 3.6) we may write

2.4. THEOREM. Let (L, A) be a unital graded Lie-Cartan pair, let V be a unital
graded left A-module, let (2 be a V-connectionfor (L, A),let a,bEAand ~, 1'/EL. The
classical operators defined in Definition 2.1 fulfil the following relations, where the
.
.
18
brackets [ , J denote graded commutators:

(2.25)
where Ag is the restriction of Au to Lg.
The Ag-linSlarity of the l.h.s of (2.25) follows now by the Proposition and
Remark 3.5 and Theorem 1.8(iv) of [1]. The same argument proves A-linearity of
bo A, and A -linearity of (2 (\ A follows by difference. We use the same trick to prove
A-linearity of 8e (~).
By (3.30) we have
(2.26)
for all ~ELand UE U. Now, by Theorem 1.8 (iv) of [1] the l.h.s, when u®~ as well'~
as the arguments of Au are restricted to Lg, is Ag-linear. This implies Ag-linearity
of the r.h.s., and this in turn, owing to the arbitrariness of U and u E U, implies
A-linearity of e{l(~)A by the same arguments as used in Proposition 3.3. The
. A-linearity of 80(~)A and (2(~)A follows.

17

proof.

Our reader may skip the rest of this proof and wait until Remark 2.5 (ii) for an alternative

[b o, a·J = [i(~), a-]

=

[80(~), a·J
[(2(~), a-]

= [b·, a·J = Ebb /\, a·J = 0,

(2.31)

(~a),

(2.32)

[(2 /\ , a-] = ba /\ ,

(2.33)

[80(~)' a~J = (~a),

(2.34)

[be' a-]

=

=

i(~)i(1'/)+( -l)iJ~o"i(1'/)i(~)

[8{1(~)' 80 (1'/)J

(2.35)

ba /\ ,

= 0,

= 8e([~' 1'/J)+Q(~, 1'/),

(2.36)
(2.37)
(2.38)

b{I i (~) + i (~) b{I = 8" (~),

(2.39)

- [i(~), B,,(1'/)] = i([~, 1'/J),

(2.40)

[8,,(~), b"J

(2.41)

=

[i(~), Q /\J,

b5 = 0,

(2.38a)
(2.39a)

18 Graded commutators of operators on A* (L, V) w.r.t. the grading of the latter defined by the..
intrinsic grading 8A of the form A.
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[i(~),

00 (11)] =

[Oo(~),

ho]

i([~,

(2.40a)

11]),

0,

(2.41a)

[i (~), Q(l1)] = O.

(2.42)

=

'Proof: Check of (2.31): <5 0 evidently commutes with a, as acting "internally"
on the arguments of A without altering aA. Further, we have
{[i (~), a-] A} (~I' ... , ~n-I) = {( _1)(OA+Oa)O~ -( _ly7i(~)O(a.)+oAo~ aA (~, ~I' ... , ~n-I)

=

{(~l)(OA+Oa)O~_(_I)O~Oa+oAO~}aA(~, ~I'

... ,

~n-I).(2.43)

... ,

~n)'

AnaIogously
{(a'A)~~( _1)ooo@O(a.) a"A~}(~I' ... , ~n)
= {(_l)(OA+Oa)O~_(_l)O~Oa+oAO~}aA([~, ~IJ, ~2'

{<5b /\ (a'A)}(~I' ... , ~n+l)

I

(-1)

{i(~)i(I1)A}(~b ... , ~n-2) =(-I)O~(o,,+oA){i(l1)A}(~, ~I'

k=1

••• ,

~n-2)

= ( _1)0~0,,+ OA(~+ 0,,) A(11, ~, ~ I, ... , ~n- 2),

(2.48)

which, by the graded'symmetry of A, changes by a factor (_1)0~0"+ I upon exchange
of ~ and 11.
'
The rest of our proof is based on the intertwining Theorem 3.6 of the next'
section. The proofs of the latter are independent of the present section. We begin'
with the proof of (3.28) which ~ost 'simply shows how intertwining yields a proof:
with U an arbitrary graded commutative algebra, we have for AEA*(L;V) from
(3.30), (3.34)
(2.49)
Now, since the pair (LOu, Ag) obtained from the zero grade parts of Lu and Au is a
Lie-Cartan pair in the sense of [IJ, we know from Theorem 1.8 formula (52) there,
that the l.h.s. of (2.49) vanishes in the restriction to V/j x V/j >( ... x V/j. It then
(ollows by the last' assertion in Proposition 3.3 that (<5Q - Q /\) A vanish~s:,
Proof of (2.37): We have, for

l+i+O~i(OA+Oa+ L O~k)+~~':i

n+1

=

From (2.33) and [Do, a·J = 0 follows (2.35) (cf. (2.3».
Check of (2.36): we have from (2.27), for n ~ 2

(2.44)

whence one obtains t'he vanishing of the a-graded commutator [0 0 (~), a'J, since An
obviously commutes with a'.
Further, we have obviously [a', b-] = [a, bJ = 0; on the other hand, from
(2.15)
i-I

15
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__
(~ib)a).,(~b ... , ~i' ... , ~n+d

'U, VE

OQ(u®~)OQ(V®I1)().,u)

=

U fulfilling

au ~

a~,

av =

al1,

from (3.30)

OQ(u®~)(v®id){OQ(I1»).,}u

= (v®id) (u®id) {OQ(~)OQ(I1)A}u

i=1

(2.50)
i=1

= (_1)oa& {a· (Db /\A)}(~I' ... ~

~n)'

(2.45)

Check of (2.32): we have from (2.5), (2.8), using (1.9)

where we used the fact that Oe(u®~) commutes with v®id; this is obviously the
case for Oo(u®~) which acts "internally", with Yi independent of aA, cf. (2.14); but
-this holds also for e(u®~).: We have indeed, from (3.1~) aIid (A.7)
e(u®~)(v®id) = {u®e(~)} (v®id)

, e(~)(a' A)(~I' ... , ~n) = 'e(~) {a).,(~b ... , ~n)}
=(-1)Oao~ae(~)A(~I' ... , ~n)+(~a)A(~I' ... , ~n)'

= (_I)OvO~ uv®e(~)

(2.46)

= (_I)Ov(Ou+o~) vu®e(~),

From (2.32) and [0 0 (~), a-] = 0 follows (2.34) {cf. (2.6».
,
Check of (2.33): we have from (2.13), (2.15), (2.8), again using (1.9)

_.. _

thus

__4_.

(2.51)

e(u®~)(v®id) = (_1)Ov(0u+O~) (v®id) e(u®~),

0(1 (u®~)(v®id)

i=1

= (_l)Ov(Ou+o~) (v®id) OQ(u®~).

(252)

We have on the other hand, from (2.37), (3.4) and (A.8)
'OQ([u®~, V®I1J)(Au) == (_1)o"o~ OQ(uv®[~, I1J)(Au)

(2.47)

, =(vu®id){OQ([~' 11]»).,}u,

(2.53)

A. JADCZYK and D. KASTLER
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(L, R) (or (L, C), and then making the choice (! =
(2.40), (2.40a) due to (2.6).

hence, from this, (2.50) and (3.35)
~~®~~~®~-~~®~~~®~=OQ([u'®~, v®1]])-Q(u®~, V®1])} (AU)

= (vu®id) {([OQ(~)' OQ(1])] -OQ([~' 1]])-Q(~, 1]»)A}u.

(2.54)

The l.h.s. now vanishes in the restriction to VJ> x ... x VJ> by formula (51) in [1],
hence the last { } vanishes by the above procedure.

=

o. As for (2.42) it follows from

2.5. Remark The proof of the statements in Theorem 2.4 and in Proposition 2.2
(iii) .can either be inferred from the corresponding results of the commuting case
(Theorem 1.8 of [1]) by tensorizing by U as in Proposition 3.5; or else verified
directly, which we did here when verification is not complicated. Of course, the
first method could be used all through, e.g. (2.32), resp. (2.36) could be inferred from
the equalities
.

Proof of (2.39): We have, from (3.27), (3.31) and (3.30)

{[(!(u®~), (v®a)-]-(u®~)(v®a)o}(Au) = (vu®id){[(!(~), a-]-(~a)]A}u,

{b Qi(u®~) + i(u®~) bQ- OQ (u ®~)}(Au)
bQ(u®id) {i (~) A}U +(u®id) {{i(,) bQ+ OQ(~»)A}u

= (u®id) {{b Qi(~)+i(~)bQ -OQ{~»)A }u.

Proof of (2.40): We have, from (3.30), (3.31), for u, VE U with
since then, by (A.8): [u®~, V®1]] = (_l)O~&, uv®[~, 1]] .

au =

a~,

av = a1],

{i(u®~) Of} (v®1]) -OQ(v®1]) i(u®~) -i([u®~, V®1]])} (Au)

{i (u®~) i(vQ91])+i (VQ91]) i(uQ9~)} P,u)

.= (vu Q9id){{i(~) i (1]) +( -:-l)&'o~ i (1]) i (~») A}u

. (2.59)

valid when au = a~, av = aq.
. As for the fact that b(} and 8(J (~) leave A~ (L, V) stable, we gave a proof based
on reduction to the commutative case, since verification is cumbersome for c5(J.
However, one could more simply proceed as Jol~ows: Let AEAA (L, V):
(i) Let bEA and 1 ~ k

= i (u®~)(v®id) {OQ (1]) A}u - Of} (v®1])(u ®id) {i (~) A}u-

(2.58)

resp.

(2.55)

Now formula (53) of [1] entaiis the vanishing of the l.h.s. whence the vanishing of
the last { }.

17

~

n; we have, using (1.9)

{(!(~)A}(~t, ... , b~b ... , ~n)

-( -1)O~&'i(uv®[~, 1]])(AU)
= (v®id)(u®id) {i(~)O(}(1])A}u-(u®id)(v®id) {OQ(1])i(~)A}U
-( -1)O~&'(uv®id) {i([~, 1]])A}u
= (vu®id) {{i (~) O(} (1]) -( _l)O~&, Of} (1]) i (~) - i ([~, ,1]]») A}u.

(2.56)

On the other hand, with Ob(~)A the jth term on the r.h.s. of (2.14) we have, by
virtue of[~, b~jl='(-1)ObO~b[~,~;]+(~b)~j the equality

Observe that we may commute O(}(v®1]) ~nd u®id by (2.52); and i(u®~) and v®id
because, due to (2.7):
i(u®~)(v®id) = (_l)Ov(Ou+o~ (v®idj'i(u®~).

We then conclude the vanishing of the last { } in (3.56) from the vanishing of the
l.h.s. in restriction to
x ... x v8, as implied by formula (54) in [1].
We have from (2.38) and (2.39)

Va

yielding the sum

[O(}(~), b(}] = O(}(~)c5Q~c5QO(l(~) = i(~)c5;+c5Qi(~)c5(}-c5(}i(~)c5(}-c5;i(~)

=

[i(~), Q 1\].

(2.57)

Formulae (2.38a) through (2.41a) follow from the corresponding formulae (2.38)
through (2.41) by replacing the graded Lie-Cartan pair (L, A) by its depletion

A-linearity of

8Q(~)A

=

Oo(~)A+(!(~)A

follows by performing summation.

A. JADCZYK and D. KASTLER
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(ii) We proceed by induction w.r.t. n: assume that we proved that be A belongs
to AA(L, V) if AEAA-l(L, V): with AEAA(L, V), we have, by what precedes,
that i(e)boA = B(!(e)A-b(!i(e)A belongs to AA(L, V) for .all eEL, i.e. we have

i(e)(X ®(l) = ( _1)O~OX X ®{i(e)(l},

'(2.72) ,

18

Q(e; 1'/)(X®(l) = {Q(e,1'/)X}®(l.

(2.73)

Proof: Check of (2.66): we have, using (B.43)
{i(e) b(! A} (bel, ez, ... , en-I) =(-I)O~o).(bQA)(e, bel' e z ,···, en-I)
=(-I)Ob(O).+O~)bb(!A(e, el, ... , en-I)'

n+ 1

{(e /\X)(l}(el' ... , en+d

(2.63)

=

L (-1)

i + 1 + O~i( ax +

i-I

L a~k)

k=l

x

i= 1

(2.74)

We proved A-linearity of bQ A w.r.t. its second argument, implying multi Alinearity, since A is graded symmetric. Now. for AEAO(L, V) = V, (b(!A)(b~l)
= Q(bel)A = bbQ(el)A = bbQA(el) if Q is local.
The next proposition shows how the classical operators acting on A * (L, V) are
obtained from the classical operators acting on A * (L, A).

and furthermore

2.6. PROPOSITION. Let (L, A), V, and Q be as in Definition 2.1, V finitely generated
and projective, with b o, Q/\, 0oR),Q(e), O(!(e), Q(e, 1'/), i(e) acting on An(L, V) as
defined there. And consider on the other hand A itself asa left A -module with the·
A-conne~tion d = id: eELl--+e (see (2.27» and the corresponding classical operators
b o, /\, b = bd, 0o (e), d(e) = e, Od(e) = B(e), Q(e, 1'/), i(e) acting on An(L, A).
Furthermore, we consider the left A-module V as a right A-module (cf (A.42) in
Appendix A), this yielding the isomorphism (see A)

whence (2.66), using the fact that
e(e)(Xa) = {e(e)X}a+(-I)D.;OXX(ea),

X=V', eEL·,'aEA.

(2.76)

Definition (f.12) immediately implies (2.67).
Adding (2.66) and (2.67), one gets (2.68). On the other hand, (2.69) immediately
follows from definition (2.14).
Check of (2.70): we have, for el, ... , enEL, using (2.64a) and (2.76)

(2.64)

{eR)(X®(l)}(~l' ... , en) = Q(e) {X(l(eb ... , en)}

with the identification
(X®(l)(el, .... , en) = X(l(eb ... , eJ,
XEV,.

(lEAn(L, A),

(2.64a)

el, ... , en EL

and the ensuing fact that A*:(L, V) becomes a right A* (L, A)-module, by setting
(X®(l)P = X®«(l /\P),

XE V, (l, PEA*(L, A).

(2.65)

We then have the following expressions for the classical operators on A * (L, V) in
1'/EL', XE V', (lEA*(L, A) we have
terms of those on A*(L, A): for

e,

e /\ (X ®(l)

=

(e /\ X) (l. + X ®(d /\ (l),

(2.66)

bo(X®(l) = X®bo(l,

(2.67)

b(!(X®(l) = (b(!X)(l+X®b(l,

(2.68)

00 (e) (X Q9(l) = ( - 1)O~OX X ® {00 (e) (l} ,

(2.69)

e(e)(X®(l) = {e(e)X}®(l+( ~ I)O~OX X ®(e(l) ,

(2.70)

OQ(~)(x.®(l)

= {O(!(e) X} Q9(l +( _1)O~OX X®{O(e)(l},

(2.71)

(~

=

{e(e) X} (l(el, ... , en)+( _1)O~OX xe {(l(el, ... , en)}.

(2.77)

Adding (2.69) and (2.70), one gets (2.71).
The definitions (2.7) and (2.5) immediately imply (2.72) and (2.73).
3. Tensorization by graded commutative algebras

Given a unital graded Lie-Cartan pair (L, A) together with a graded commutative algebra U, we now show that the skew tensor products 19
Lu = U®L,

(3.1)

Au = U®A

naturally yield a graded Lie-Cartan pair (Lu, Au) in such a way that
(i) each V-connection e of (L, A) naturally yields a Vu-connection of (Lu, Au)
19 Of graded algebras, cf. Appendix, (A.2). Lu is thus a Lie super algebra and Au a graded
commutative algebra.

20
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E u , and for Ui EU', ~i EE' writing Ui®~i = (ui®l) (1®~i)' Au-n-linearity implies

for the unital graded left Au-module
(3.2)

Vu= U®v,

(ii) each AEA~(L, V) extends to a AuEA~u(Lu, Vo), the map AHAU intertwining the classical' operators.
We first describe the module E u , E a unital graded left A-module.

L

O~·Ou··

/1(U1 ®~1' ... , un®en) = ( - )1~i <j~n '

J

(U1 ... un®l) /1(1 ®e1, ... , 1 ®en). (3.8)

3.3. PROPOSITION. Let A and U be unital graded commutative algebras and let E
and F be unital graded left A-modules. 21 Then defining AU asfollowsfor AE 'pn(E, F)

3.1. LEMMA. Let A and U be real (complex) unital graded-commutative algebras,
let E be a unital graded left A -module. By letting the skew tensor product
Au = U®Aacton 20
-'-

Eu

=

U®E

(3.3)

we define a map A HAU from 'pn(E, F) to 'pn(Eu, F u) preserving grade and
commuting with the (In, (JEE n and yielding a homomorphism: 22 AA(E,F)
-+ AAU (Eu, F 0) .

(3.4)

- Furthermore, for any choice of rxi E Z/2, i.= 1, ... , n the specification of the
restrictions of AU to E~1) X ••• x E~n) for all choices of U determines the form A..
Moreover, for A to be A-linear it is enough that the above restrictions are (Au)°linear.

as
.(u®a) (v®X) = (-l)OaOvuv®aX
UE

U, VE U·, qEA·, X

E

V

we make Eu into a unital graded left Au-:-module.
Proof: The grade of the r.h.s. of (3.4) is 00+ OV+ oa+ oX = o(u®a) + o(v®X).
On the other hand, (3.4) obviously specifies an Eu-valued' bilinear productl such
that
.
.
rx(PX) = (rxP) X,

.(3.5)

rx,PEA u, XEEu

by (A.7) (cf. footnote 2 in Appendix. A).
. 3.2. Remark. The .left Au-module Eu can be obtained

~s

the tensor product

Eu = Au ® AE

(3.6)

of the left A u-, right A -, bimodule Au by' the left A-module E.
. Proof: Indeed, one has U®A®AErv U®E _with u®a®X
aEA, X EE. And, With VE U,' UE V·, bEA '.

7

(v®b)(u®aX) ~ (v®b) {u®a®X} = {(v®b)(u®a)} ®X

= (-l)ObOu(vu®ba)®X = (-l)ObOuvu®baX.

u®aX,

.UE

U,

n

Proof: The grade of the r.h.s. of (3.9) is' OA+ 'L>(OOi+ O~i): thus OAu = OA.
i=1
We check that AuE ,PAu(Eu , Fu) if AE'pA (E, F): we have by. (3.9), for UE US,
n
_ '
OA. L Oui+ .r. O~iOuj
•
the short h and s uui
~. -- Si' oJ:
- (-1) ,=1
1~'<J~n
and
an E. A p ,usIng
~i - rxi, e -

taking account of the fact that (u®a)(uk®~k)

AU(U1 ®e1, ... , (u®a)(uk®~k)' ... , un®en)
=e(_1tSk+S(al+ ... +ak-1)+p(Sk+1+ ... +Sn)+soAU1 ... (UUk) ... Un®A(e1, ... , a~k' ... , ~n)
P(Sk+ ... +Sn) +s(a1+ .:. +ak-l) +SOA+S(S1 + ... +Sk- 1)+ p(a1 + ... +ak)
=e.
x
( 1)
XUU1 ... Un®aA(~b ... ,
1O\1(J:~1, •.. , ~n
J:)}
... Un\&1L

! i

(3.7)

. We now describe the map A HAU acting on A~ (E, F), E, F unital graded left
A -modules, A, U unital graded commutative algebras. In order to motivate de-

= (_1tSkuuk®a~k

a
a
S
-_ e (_1)(S+P)OA+(S+P)(S1+ ... + k-1+ 1+ ... +. k)(.IO\){
U\&a U~
k-l
(s+ p)( 0..4.+ r si +ai)
=(-1)
i=1
(u®a)Au(U1®~1' ... , Un®~n).

~n)

(3.10)

finition (3.9) to follow, let us note that, with /1 a F u-valued Au-n-linear form on

20

Unless specified, all tensor products are over R (over C). We recall that we denote by E' the set

EO u El of homogeneous elements of the graded vector space E; and that we defined th~ tensor

product of graded vector spaces as a graded vector space.

Both real or complex, as well as E, F.
I.e. a grade-zero homo~orphism of the graded vector space (in fact for the right A-module)
structure of AA(E, F) and AAU(E, F).
21

22

22

We verify that 0"n Au = (0"n ).)u, 0" E.En. It is enough to check this property for 0" a
transposition of neighbouring elements, since .En is generated by these transpositions. Let 0" be the transposition {i ~ i + I}. With the above shorthands we have
lX
X(~, 0") = (_lYXi i+ 1 and X(u®~, 0") = (_ll Si +lXi )(Si+ 1 +lXi+ i). Now, from (3.9) we
have

i.e.

(3.14a)
we define a Vu-connection (J, which is local
whose curvature Q is given by
Q(u®~,

(3.11)
(Xi

E Z/2

for i

=

1, ... , n, assume that the restriction of

· h ~
to.E(U 1) x ... x E(lXu n)
vams
lor a11 U. We may take for U a Grassmann algebra
and choose Ui E ifi, i = 1, ... , n with U1 U2 ... Un =I O. The vanishing of the expres. sion (3.9) for ·alI.~i EE then implies the vanishing of A. A similar argument proves
the last statement of the proposition.
1X

1

A~

3.4. Remark. (i) Arguing exactly as before, we, would obtain a homomorphism
of left A-modules Af--+Au £rom.PA(E(1), .. ~, E(n), F) to .PAu(EU"), ... , Ey}), Fu) for
arbitrary unital graded left A-modules E(1), ... , E(n), F.
(ii) Using the identification of ordered-permuted tensor products of graded
vector spaces disc.ussed in Appendix (A.1), (3.9) can be written in the form
n

.

Au(Ul® ... ®Un®~1 ® ... ®~n) = (-1)

Oui

oJ.... L
1=

1

U1 ... Un:®A;(~1' ... , '~n).

(3.9a)

iff the original V-connection is local, and

V®17) = (-I)O~Ovuv®Q(~, 17),

u E U,

Now given a choice of
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V E U·, ~

(3.15)

E L·, 17 E L,

where ® on the r.h.s. denotes a graded tensor product of endomorphisms, i.e. 'one has,
for WE U·, X E V, 17ED
Q(u®~,

V®17)(W®X)

=(_l)O~Ov+Ow(O~+Dt!)uvw®Q(~,

17)X.

(3.15a)

Proof: We check that (Lu, Au) is a graded Lie-Cartan pair. As noted above,
Lu = U ®Lis a graded Lie algebra whilst Au = U ®A is a unital graded commutatiye algebra. Let ~, 17 E D, a, bE A·, u,' v, w, Z E U and X E V be homogeneous .
Check of property (1.1): we have, using (3.12),
, a(u®~)(b®a») = a(b®a)(u®~») = a(u®~)+ a(b®a).

(3.16)

Check of property (1.3): we have, using (1.3), (3.12),
(W®~) {(u®a)(v®b)}

= (-l)OaOv(w®~)(uv®ab)
= (_I)OaOv+o~(Ou+Ov) wuv® {(~a)b+( -1)O~Oaa(~b)}
= (_I)OaOv+o~(Ou+Ov) wuv®(~a)b+
+( _l)Oa(Ov+o~)+o~(Ou+Ov)+OwOuuwv®a(~b)

We now apply the foregoing results to extensions of graded Lie-Cartan pairs
by a gra~ed commutative algebra.
3.5. PROPOSITION. With (L, A) a unital graded Lie-Cartan pair, U a unital
graded commutative algebra 23 and Au, Lu as in (3.1), (3.2), the pair (Lu, Ad becomes
a unital graded Lie-Cartan pair over U if we define as follows the pr04u.cts of
u®~ELu by v®aEAu
.
(u®~)(v®a) = (_I)O~Ov uv®~a,

(v®a)(u®~) =(-l)"JaOuvu®a~,

u, VEU, ~EL·, aEA·.

(3.12)
(3.13)

Furthermore, with V a unital graded left A -module and (J a V-connection, letting
(J (u ®~), u ®~ E Lu act on Vu as a graded tensor product of endomorphisms:
(J(u®~)
23

Both real or complex.

=

u®(J(~),

(3.14)

= (-l)O~Ou(wu®~a)(v®b)+

+( _l)oa(Ow+Q~)+o~(Ou+ Ov)+OwOu(u®a) (wv+ ~b)
=

{(w®~)(u®a)}(v®b)+'
,

;,

.

«'

,

..

+( __ I)(Ow+o~)(Oa+Ou)(u®a) {(w®~)(v®b)}.

(3.17)

Check of property (1.4): we have, using (A.8), (1.1), (1.4) and denoting with
a dot the product from the left
[(u®~)·, (V®17)-] (w·®X) = (_I)O~Ov {(uv·)®([~, 17})} (w®X)
= (_l)O~Ov+~(O~+Dt!) uvw®[~, 17]

X

= (_l)O~Ov {uv®[~ ,'11]} (w®X)

=

[u®~,

V®l1] (w®x).

(3.18)
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Check of property (1.5): one has
(uQ9a) {(vQ9b)(wQ9~)}

Finally we check (3.15): we have, using (A.8) from (3.13)

= {(uQ9a)(vQ9b)} (wQ9~)

(3.19)

[{! (u Q9~), {! (VQ911)] - {! ([u (8)~, VQ911])
= [uQ9{!(~), VQ9{!(11)] -( _1)0';00 Q(uvQ9[~, 11])

by (A.7).
Check of property (1.6): one has, by (1.6)

=(-I)o';OOuVQ9{[{!(~), {!(11)]-{!([~, 11])}.

1 Q9 (z Q9~) = (1 (91) (z Q9~).

We now show how the map A J-+Au applied to
operators of Section 2.

(uQ9a) {(wQ9~)(vQ9b)r = (-I)O~OO(uQ9a)(wlJQ9~b)
= (_I)O~OO+OO(Ow+ 00) uwvQ9a~b

= ( _1)OOOw (uw Q9a~)(vQ9b)
= {(uQ9a)(w(8)~)}(vQ9b).

(3.21)

Check of property (1.8): one has, uSIng (1.8), (3.4)
[w(8)~, (u(8)a)(z(8)11)] = (_I)OOOz [wQ9~, uZQ9a11]
= ( _1)OOOz+Q~(Ou+Oz) wuz(8){( _1)O~OO a[~,
= (_I)OOOz+o~(Ou+Oz+OO)+OwOuuwzQ9a[~,

11] +(~a) 11}

11]) +

bO(AU)=(boA)u,

(3.25)

{! /\ (Au) = ({! /\ A)U,

(3.26)

b(} (Au) = (b(} A)u,

(3.27)

80(U(8)~)(AV)

+( -1)O~Ou(wuQ9~a)(z(8)11)
= ( -1)(0u+ oa)(Ow+o.;) (u(8)a) [w(8)~, ZQ911] +

+ {(w(8)~)(u(8)a)}(z(8)11).

(3.22)

To check that (Lu, Au) is a graded Lie-Cartan pair over U we must s!Iow that
eu = 0 for eELu , UE U c Au. This follows from
.

= ( _1)0~OO uv Q9{! (~) a

8(}(U(8)~)(Au) = (uQ9id) {8(}(~)A}U'

(3.30)

i(u(8)~)(Au) = (uQ9id) {i(~)A}u,

(3.31)

(u(8)a)'(Au) = (u(8)id)(a' A)u,

(3.32)

= ( _1)(0~ + Ou)(oo + 00) {(v Q9a)(u (8){! (~») + (u Q9~)(v (8)a)}.

.(3.23)

= (u(8)id)(ba /\A)u,

Q /\ (AU)

= (Q /\ A)U,

(3.33)
(3.34)

Proof: Let UiEU', ~iEL', i = 1, 2, ... , n+ 1.
.
Check of (3.25): we have, since [Ul(8)~I' U2Q9~2] =(_I)O';10u2U2~1Q9[~I' ~2]
(cf. (A.28», using (3.9) and the equalities aA = aAu = aAb
(AU)b (Ul (8)~ 1,

= ( _l)(O~+ Ou)oo+ o~oa vUQ9a{! (~) + ( _l)O~OO uv Q9~a

1(3.28)
(3.29)

-.

{uQ9{!(~)} (v (8) a)

= (u(8)id) {80(~)A}u,

{!(U(8)~)(AU) = (uQ9id) {(!(~)A}u,

b(u(8)a) /\AU

= (-I)o';Ouvu(8)~l = 0

by (3.12) and footnote 9 in Section 1.
We now check that (! specified by (3.14) is a Vu~connection. The two first
properties (1.9) are obvious, we check the last one: we have, from (3.15), (A.8)

=

V) intertwines the classical

I

11] +

= ( _1)0,;(0u+ &+ 00)+ Ow(Ou+oo) (u(8)a)(wz Q9[~,

A~ (L,

3.6. PROPOSITION. Let (L, V) be a. unital graded Lie-Cartan pair, with {! a
V-connection of (L, A), and bo, {! /\, b(}, 80(~), (!(~), 8(}(~), i(~), a', ba /\, Q /\ the
corresponding classical operators acting on A* (L, V).
'Given a graded-commutative algebra U, we consider the corresponding graded
Lie-Cartan pair (Lu, Au) and Vu-connection {! (cf Proposition 3.5) and the classical
operators attached to the latter acting on A* (Lu, Vu). mth A J-+Au the map of
Proposition 3.3 for E = L and F = V we then have the following intertwining
properties: for AEA*(L, V), ~, 11EL, UE U, aEA

+( _1)000z+ o.;(Ou~Oz) wuz(8)(~a) 11

{!(uQ9~)(vQ9a)

(3.24)

(3.20)

Check of property (1.7): one has, using (3.4), (1.7), (3.8), (3.9)

(v(8)~)(u(8)l)

25
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... ,

un+ 1 (8)~n+ 1)

== ( _l)O~1 Oul Au (Ul U2 ®[~1' ~2]' U3,Q9~3' ... , Un + 1 Q9~n+ 1)

26
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Check of (3.28): since [u®~, U1 ®~1]

=

(_1)O~0u1 UUl ®[~, ~1] we have

(Au)(U1 ®~1' ... , un®~n)

= (A<5)V(Ul ®~l' ... , Un+l ®~n+d·

(3.36)

Hence (Au)<5 = (A<5)u. By Proposition 3.3 if follows that

n)

i

2
n(n + 1) <>0 (Au) = An+ 1 {(Au)<5} = An+ 1 {(A<5)u}

={ An+ 1 (J.')}u = -

n(n~ 1) (15

= (-1)

0

A)U'

.
n
O~·Ou·+
o~ . r 1OIl·'
......
'J
",>,<}"'>n
_ ,=

OA(O~+ . r 1OIl'' + 1. . . ·r

,=

X

(3.37)

Check of (3.26): we have now
(Au)Q(U1®~b

... , Un+l ®~n+l)

(3.40)

OA(Oul + O~l) (
.
(! U1 ®~1) Au(U2 ®~2' ... , Un+1®~n+ 1)

= ( -1).

Hence

Check of (3.29): by (3.9) and (3. 14a), we have
{(!(U®~)(Au)}(U1 ®~1' ... , un®~J
= (!(u®~)

=

(AQ)u (U1 ®~ 1,

... ,

Un+1 ®~n+ 1),

(3.38)

hence (Au)Q = (AQ)u, and
1

--1 (!
n+

n
r
. (OA+O~). r Oui+ . . ' oq,iOuj
= (-1)
,=1
l~'<}~n
UU1 ... Un®{(!(~)A}(~l' ... , ~n)

= (U®id)((!(~)A)U(U1 ®~1'

.
/\ Au =

{Au(U 1®~1' ... , un®~n)}

An+ 1 {(Au)Q} = An+ 1 {(AQ)u}
.

Check of (3.31): one has
(3.39)

{i (u ®~}(Au)} (UI ®~ 1,
OA(Ou+ o~)

(3.27) then follows from (3.25), (3.26).

... , Un®~n)'

=(-1)

... ,

Un-1 ®~n-1)

A.u(u®~, U1®~1' ... , Un-1®~n-l)

(3.42)
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hence (lu) = (u ®id) (la)u. Then
_1_. <5 (u®a) !\(lu) = An+l (lu)u®a = (u®id) An+l {(la)u}

n+1

, n-1 '
(OA.+ o~). r Oui+ . ~
O~iOuj
.
= (-1)
l=1
1~J<J~n-1
(u®id) {U1 '" un®{I(~)l}(~1' ... , ~n-d
=

= (u<&lid) {A.+ 1 (J.")}u = n~ 1(u<&lid)(t5a AJ.ju·

(3.46)

Check of (3.34): from (3.9), (3.1Sa), we have

(u®id) {i(~)l}u(U1 ®~1' ... , un- 1 ®~n-1)'

(3.43)

CheCk 'of (3.32): one has

(

{Q!\(lU)}(Ul®~l' .... , Un+2®~n+2)

{(u®a)(ld}(u 1 ®~b ... , un®~n) .
.=

(u®a)lU(u1 ®~b ... , un®~J

(3.44)
xu! ... Un +2®(Q !\l)(eb ... , ~n+2)

Check of (3.33): one has

= (Q /\l)U(U1 ®~1' ... , Ull+2®~n+2)'

(lu)u®a(Ul®~l' ... , un+t.®~n+l)
(Ou +o~ )(Ou+oa+oA.) {
):)( ® )}_' (10\):
.
10\):)
=(-1) 1 1
(Ut.®1:.1 u.xa ILUU2\C11:.2, ••• ,un+1-<Yl:.n+1
n+1
. (0u 1+ ()~1)(0u+ &+ OA.) + 0~1 0+ ()A.. r Oui + . ~
o~i Ouj
=(-1)
J=2 .2~J<}~n+1
X

'x(u1 U.®~1
=(-1)

Check of (3.35): from (2.5), (3.15), ·we have
{Q(u®e-, V(11)~ld}(u1 ®~1'

=(-1)

~)(U2 .. .·un+1-®l(~2' ... , ~n+1»)
n+ 1
n+.1
Oui+ . ~ . 0/;iOuj+«()/;1+&).~·Oui
z=2
2~J<J~n+1
l-2

(3.47)

•• •

ol;& + OA. .i: ~ + . r . Ol;iOuj
i=1
1::!;I<J::!;n .

,un®~J

X

(0u·1+0~1)(&+OA.)+0A..r

X

O/;& + (OA. + 0';+ 0,,)

x( -1)

i:

i=l

Ou[+

.r. o';iOuj

1::!;I<J~n

X

XUVUl ... un®Q(~, l1)l(~l' ... , ~n)
I

x UU 1

'"

Un + 1 ® l a(~ 1, ~ .. , ~ n+ 1)

= (u.®id)(l~u(Ul®~l'

... , Un+l®~n+d,

(3.45)

=

(uv®id) {Q(~, 11)l}u(u1 ®~1' ... , un®~n)'

(3.48)

3.7. Remark. Restricting the· above classical ?perators .to th~ ar~ume~ts. fr?~
the even part Lg, we, thus arrive at the classical (Abelian) situatIon dlscusse
in [1].
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4. Derivation properties
In this section we describe two types of derivations properties fulfilled by the
classical operators attached to a V-connection (cf; Section 2). On the one hand, if V
carries a bilinear 24 (not necessarily associative) product, this product extends as
a graded wedge product of A* (L, V) which becomes an algebra 25 for which the
classical operators are derivations. On the other hand, for a general A-module V
(which we then prefer to consider as a right A -module, cf. (A.40) in Appendix A),
A* (L, V) is a right A* (L, A)-module and the classical operators are derivations of
this module. ~oth are particular cases of a more general situation when there is
given a bilinear map V x V' --+ V" (see Proposition 4.4 below).

4.1. DEFINITION. Let (L, A) be a graded Lie-Cartan pair, with V, V', V" unital
left A-modules and let there be given a graded bilinear product
(4.1)
Given AE !lm(L,V)', flE gm(L, Vl, their graded tensor product A®flE c~m+m(L, V")
is defined by
.

In terms of these descriptions the products (4.2) and (4.3) are given as follows: for
XEV, X'EV', cP, cp'e2*(L,R) (E2*(L,C») we have

r

Proof: Let

(4.8a)

n

4.2. Remark. The elements of

L

O'i may be replaced by ocp since cp has values inR (in C). For
i=l
cp, cp' E 2* (L, A) the above calculation holds for the two first lines, the sequel
n

&P' r O~i + ox' &P
=(-1) i=l
(X,X')CP('l, ... , 'n)cp'('n+1' ... , 'n+m)

V®R2n(L, R)(V®czn(L, C),
resp. V(8)A 2A (L, A) can be considered asV-valued' R'::n~linear (C-n-linear) forms,
on L, resp. V-valued n-A -linear forms on L, the identification being in both cases
given by

ox(&p+
=

(-1)

r o~J

i=l

X®CPE V(8)R2n(L, R)(V®c2n(L, C»),

=

(-l)°X'&P(X' X')(CP®CP')('l, ... , 'n+m)

=

(-1Y"X'{(X' X')®(cp®CP')}('l' ... , 'n+m)'

(4.8b)

We checked (4.5): (4.6) then follows from (4.3) due to the fact that

CP('l, ... , 'n)X
(4.4)

= Xcp('l, ... , 'n),

cf. (A.42) ,
resp. V(8)A 2 A(L, A).

R(C)-bilinear or A-bilinear. In the latter case, and if the connection is local, one may consider
Q'ener::ll non_::It;:t;:oM::Iti"".

'n+mEL·. We have, for cp, cp' E 2*(L, R)

n

being

In

'1' ... ,

ox' r O~i
=(-1) i=l (X'X'){CP(8)CP')('b'''' 'n+m)} ,

where An denotes the graded antisymmetrizer determined ;by the graded alternate
character X (cf. Definition B.3).

25

(4.7)

n

(4.3)

V).

= (_1)oaoX a(X' X'),

(oX' + &P'). r o~i
'
=(-1)
l=l {Xcp('l, ... , 'n)},{X'cp'('n+1, ... , 'n+m)}

where

24

X . (aX')

{(X(8)cp)®(X'(8)cp')} ('1, ... , 'n+m)

their graded wedge product A /\ j.lE A (L, V") being' then given by

A~(L,

(4.6)

(In (4.6) the wedge product is in all cases the one ~efined in terms of the graded
tensor product (B.34).)

(4.2)

(X(8)CP)('b ... , 'n)

(X(8)cP) /\(X'®cp') = (_1)&Pox' (X, X')®(cp /\ cp'),

a E A, X E V, X' E V'.

A('h ... , 'n)fl('n+1, ... , 'n+m),

A /\ 11 = ((n+m)!jn! m!)An+~(A,(8)Il),

(4.5)

(aX)· X' = a(X· X'),

O~i

A®fl('l, ... , 'n+m) =(-1) i=l

(X (8)cP) (8) (X' ®cp') = ( _1)&Pox' (X . X') ® (cp ®cp') ,

these formulae holding also for cp, cp' E 2* (L, A) if one assumes that the map
V x V' ~ V" is A -linear

··"n

OIL

31

An+m = An®A~

and

An(X(8)q» = X®AnCP·

4.3. PROPOSITION. mth the notations and definitions in Definition 4.1 we have
that
(i) If A and A' belong to 2~(L, V), and 2~(L, V) resp., then A®l' and A Al'
are in 2~(L, V").
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and /\. defined in (4.2), resp. (4.3) (2* (L, V) (8) and (A* (L, V, /\) are then
associative algebras with respective subalgebras 2~ (L, V) and A~ (L, V).
(iii) If V = V' = V" and the product . of V is graded commutative, the graded
wedge product of A *(L, V) fu(fils

then one has
8(13 (~)(Al /\A 2) =f 8(11 (c;)A 1 1 /\A2 +( _l)0~OA Ai /\8(12 (~)A2' .

b(l3 (AI /\ A2)
Q3

J1 /\ A = ( _1)n+m+ °IlOA A /\ J1,
AEAn(L, V)',

33
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(4.9)

J1EAm(L, V)'.

Proof: (i) The proof is the same as that of the A-linearity of A(8)J1 in
Proposition B.6, cf. equations (B.38), (B.39) in Appendix B.
(ii) We have, for X, X', X" E V', cp, cp', q)" E 2* (L, R)" (2* (L, Cr),

/\ (AI

(4.14)
(4;15).: .

(b(ll AI) /\A2 +( -It Al /\6(12A2'

=

(Dl /\ A1 )/\ A2 + Al /\ (Q 2 1\ A2).

(4.16)

{80(~)Ad /\A2+(_I)O;OAlAl /\80(~)A2'

(4.17)

(~) Ad /\ A2 +( _1)O;oAl Al /\ (22 (~) A2,

(4.18)

/\ A2)

=

In fact, one has, separately

80(~)(Al /\A2)
(23

=

(~)(Al /\ A2) =

{(21

resulting from

{(X(8)cp) /\(X'(8)cp')} /\(X"(8)q/')
= ( _1)Oq>ox' {(X, X') . X"} Q9 (cp /\ q/ /\ q/')

(4.19)

(4.20)

= (_l)Oq>oxl+oXI(Oq>+oqJ/) {(X, X')· X"}(8)(cp /\CP' /\q>"),

(4.10)

whilst
(X (8)cp)I(X' (8)cp') /\(X" Q9CP")}

and

= ( _1)~oxlI (X (8)cp) {(X, X') (8)(cp' /\ cp")}

= ( _1)Oq>lox"+ Oq>(OX' + OX") {X, (X' . X")} (8)( q> /\ q>' /\ cp")

(4.10a)

showing that the product /\ is associative if this holds for the product. The~ proof
for the tensor product (8) is identical (or can be checked directly as in. (B.40».
(~ii) ·One has then, for X, X' E V, cp, cp' E A * (L, V)
(X'(8)cp') /\(X (8)cp) = ( _1)Oq>lox (X" X) (8)(q>' /\ cp)
= ( _1)Oq>l ox+oxlox+Oq>'Oq> (X, Xi)(8)(q> /\ q>')
= (_I)O(X®qJ)O(x l®qJ/)(X(8)cp) /\(X'(8)cp').

and,

if l!3 is the "tensor product" of lh and
(23(~)(Xl'X2)

=

lh, i.e.

(4.22)

= ( _l)O;OX a

••• ,

~m-d

{i (~) J1} (~1' ... , ~m-l)

= {(i(~)a/\J1+(-l)°~oxa/\i(~)J1}(~l' ... , ~m-d, (4.23)
(4.11)

further, using (B.43),

{i (~)( cP /\ J1)} (~b ... , ~m)

= (_I)O;(Oq>+oll)(cP

/\J1)(~, ~1' ••• , ~m)

= ( - 1) o~( Oq> + OIL) {( - 1) o~ o~ q> (~) J1 (~ 1,

"eN

/\22 +( _It+o~oA Al /\i(~)A2

(23 /\(Al /\A 2) =((21 /\Al)/\A2+(-1)nAl 1\((22/\A2)'.

i(~)(a/\J1)(~l' ... , ~m-l) =(-I)(O~(Oa+oJ!)aJ1(~, ~l'

in De.finition 2.1 along with their restrictions to An (L, Vi), resp-.,for lh [oclll, 'to A~ (L, Vi)
(cf Proposition 2.2). These operators fu(fil the following derivationcproperties: one
has for ~EL", AiEAn(L, Vir, i = 1, 2

i(~)(Al /\A2) = {i(~)Ad

(4.21)

Proof: Check of (4.12) for Vi = A: 27 by linearity, it is enough to check that
,.(4.12) holds for A = CPl·/\ ... /\q>m; CPb ... , q>mEA1(L, A). We operate by induction
w.r.t. n. Let aEA, cpEA 1 (L,A), J1,EAm(L, A). We first have, for ~1' ... , ~nEL',

4.4. PROPOSITION. With the graded Lie-Cartan pair (L, A) and the A -modules
Vi (i = 1, 2, 3) as in De.finition 4.1, and with (2i being Vi-connections, we consider the
corresponding classical operators (acting on 2* (L, Vi) = (8) 2n(L, Vi) as spec~fied
.

bo (AI /\A2) = (8 0 AI) /\A2+( -It Al /\ bo A2,

... , ~ m) +

i=l

(4.12)

i-l

=(-I)O;oqJcp(~).u(~l'

if

X

{(2tC~)Xd'X2+(-1)0;OXlXl '(22(~)X2'

q> (~i) J1{ ~, ~ l'

..

... , ~m)+(-I)O;(Oq>+OJ!)

... , ~j,

••• ,

~m)

m

I

(-1)

27

k=l

o;k)

x

i= 1

= {{i(~)q>} /\J1-(-1)0~0q>q>/\i(~)J1}(~l' ... , ~m)'

(4.13) 26

+ O;i( OJ! + 0; + I

(4.24)

(4.12) can be proved by direct computation. Since this is cumbersome we use tensorial
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i (~) {cp /\ A /\ J-l} = {i (~) cp}

A

x

We checked (4.12) on An(L, A). Now

i(~)

i(~)

in the sense (A.7): indeed, for X

E

=

(4.25)

on An(L, V) = VQ9AAn(L, A) is given by

idQ9i(~)

(4.26)

V', cpEAn(L, A)
o~(oX+aq,)+oX(aq,+o~+

i(~){XQ9CP}(~l' ... , ~n-l) =(-1)

n-l
r O~k)
k=l
cp(~, ~1'

••• ,

(-1)

... , ~n+m)

i=k+l
(4.29)

V»

Now (4.17) follows from (4.19) and (4.3) since 80(~) (defined on gm(L,
commutes with An. To prove this, it is enough to check that 80 (~) commutes with the
action of the transposition (Tk = {~k~~k+d. Now, with,8i(~) the ith term in the
r.h.s. of (2.14) (Tk leaves all 8i (~) witll i =1= k, i =1= k + 1 unaffected and exchanges 11 (~)
with 8k + 1 (~).
,We now check (4.20), from which (4.17) then follows, since e(~) evidently
commutes with all (Tn, (TEEn' We have, for ~1' •.• , ~n+mEL' using (4.13)

~n-l)X

=(-I)O~OX(XQ9i(~)cp)(~l' ... , ~n-l)'

n

0).2 r o';k
'
=(-1) ,k=l e3R){Ad~1' ... , ~n)'A2(~n+l' ... , ~n+m)}

(4.27)

Now, for X, X'EV', cpEAn(L, A), cp'EA*(L, A), we have
{(XQ9cp) /\(X'Q9cp')}

=

= ( _1)aq,ox' + o~(oX + oX')

n

0).2 r o';k
.
=(-1) k=l {el(~)Ad(~l' ... ,Il~n)·A2Rn+I' ... , ~n+m)+

(_I)aq,ox' i(~) {X, X'Q9(cp Acp')}

= (_I)aq,ax'+aC;(ax+ox') X' X' Q9

{(i(~)

cp)

A

cp' +( _1)n+ac;aq, cp

A i(~)

0).2
cp'}

+(-1)

I
k=l

o.;J

Al(~l' ... , ~n)'e2(~)A2('n+l' ~ .. , ~n+m)

(4.30)

i(~) {{)e3 (AI AA2)~({)el AI) AA2 -( -It Al A{)e2 A2}

(4.28)
=

~1' ••. , ~m+nED,

O';k+O';(O).+

Now (4.14) follows from' (4.17) and (4.20). We now prove (4.15) by induction w.r.t.
n+m, using (4.12), (4.14) and the Cartan, identity (2.39): we have, for ~EL'

= {i(~)(X®cp)} A(X' Q9CP') +( -It+o~(ox+aq,)(XQ9CP) Ai(~)(X'Q9CP').

We proved (4.12).
We now check (4.19) directly: for

I
k=l

= {(el(~)Al)Q9A2+(-1)0c;0).AlQge(~)A2}(~b ... , ~n+m)'

{( _1)OX'(O~'+ aq,) (X Q9i (~) cp) A (X' Q9CP') +

+( _1)n+oc;aq,+ox'aq, (X Q9CP) (X' Q9i(e) cp')}

we have

-80 (~) {AQ9J-l} (~1' ... , ~m+n)'
i-I
n
n
OC;( 0). + OIL + r OC;k) + Oll( OC; + r CC;k)
= I (-1)'
k=l
k=l
A(~l' ... , [~, ~a, ""~n)J-l(~n+b ... , ~n+";) +
i= 1
i-I
n,
n+m
0C;(0).+01l+ r OC;k)+OIl" r oC;k
+ I (- 1)
k= 1
k= 1, A(~ 1, ... , ~ n) Il ( ~ n+ b ' .. , [~, ~ i], ... , ~ n+ m)
i=n+ 1

1 O

{8e3 (~)-{)e3 i(~)}(Al AA2)- {i(~){)el Ad/\A2 -( _If+ + ';0).1 ({)02 AI) Ai(~)A2-

-( -1)ni(~)Al /\{)e2 A2 -( _It+ m+o';O).l Al Ai(~){)e2 A2
'
0';0).1 1
8 (J:) 1
~
! '(J: 1
1
(
n+o,;o).l
= {80I(~)AdAA2+(-I)
AlA e2 ~ A2- U 03 ll ~)AIAA2+ -1)
x
x Al A i (~) A2} - {i (~) {)Ol Ad AA2 +( -'-If+ 0';0).1 ({)Ot AI) A i (~) A2 -

- ( - It i (~) Al /\ {)02 A2 -

(-

- 0';0).1 1
• (J:) ~
1
. 0
1) . Al /\ l ~ U 02 A2 = .

(4.31)

Since ~ is arbitrary, we see that (4.15) ,holds for n+m = k+ 1 if it holds for k. Now
(4.15) holds for n = m = 0, because for Xl EAO(L, l't) = l't, X 2 EAo(L, V2) = V2
0';( ax I

+ ax 2)

{e3 /\ (Xl A X 2)} (~) = { e3 A(XI . X 2)} (~) = (-1)
e3 (~)(Xl . X 2)
. = (_I)o';(OX l +oX2) {el (~) Xd' X 2 +( _1)0,;OX2 Xl . e2 (~) X 2
= (_I)a.;ox (el /\Xl)(~)' X 2+Xl '(e2 AX2)(~)

i= 1
n

0';0). + (0'; + all) l:

+(-1)

I

n+m
'
r O';k)
k=n+l
J-l(~n+b ... , [~, ~J,

A A J-l- ( - 1)O~aq, cp /\ {(i (~) A) /\ J-l + ( _l)n + a~o). A,A i (~) J-l }

= {i(~) {cp A A}} A J-l+( -It+ 1 ~o~(aq,+o).) cp A A Ai(~) J-l.

i(~)

0~(01l+

n+m

Assuming now (4.12) to hold for A and J-l, we show that it holds for cp AA and
J-l we have, by what precedes

k=l

O';k

A(~b""~n)x

(4.32)
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Setting Q = 0 in the preceding calculation, we obtain the proof of (4.21), without
recourse to (4.19). Finally (4.16) follows from (4.15) via (2.34): we have

bQ {Act} = {bQA}ct+(-ltA{bQa},

(4.40)

Q {Aa} = {QA} a+A {Qa}.

(4.41)

36

Q3 /\ (A1 /\ A2) = b;3 (A1 /\ A2) = bQ3 (b Q1 A1) /\ A2 +( _lt1 A1 /\ bQ2 A2)

In fact one has separately,

(4.33)
Returning now the case of a general left A-module for which we chose a Vconnection, we shall describe the module-derivation properties of the correspond- .
ing classical operators. To this end we prefer to look at A* (L, V) (as explained in
Appendix A, cf. (A.40» as a right A* (L, A)-module, and we consider A* (L, A) as
a right A* (L, A)-module (cf. (4.34) below). The classical operators are then
_ derivations of this module according to the general
4.5. DEFINITION. Let d be a Zj2-graded complex algebra, with <ff a graded right
d-module; and let b be a derivation of d (in the Zj2-graded sense, cf. (A.22) in
. Appendix A).
A

b-d~rivation

D(Xa) = (DX)a-¥( _1)POX Xba

Q(~)

{Aa}

=

{eo (~) A} a + ( - 1) o~ ax A {eo (~) ct} ,

= {Q(~) A} a +( _1)O~o;, A {Q (~) ct}

(4.42)
(4.43)

and

b0 {Act} = {boA} C( + ( - l)n A {boa},

Q/\ {Aa}

=

{Q/\A}a+(-ltA{Q/\a}.

(4.44)

(4.45)

Proof: These formulae are straightforward consequences of Proposition 4.4.
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(iii) we consider A* (L, V) as a right A* (V, A)-module by the formulae (4.2), (4.3),
setting V = V, V' = A, V" = V.
We then have the following derivation properties for the classical operators':' for
~ EL', A EAn(E, V)", a EAn(E, A):
i (~) {Aa} = {i (~) A} a + ( - l)n + o~ 0;' A {i (~) a} ,

(4.37)

{Act} = {Q (~) A} a +( _l)0~o;' A {Q (~) ct},

(4.38)

{Aa} = {eQ (~) A} ct +( _l)O~o;, A {eQ (~)ct},

(4.39)

Q(~)

eQ(~)

APPENDIX A. GRADED VECTOR SPACES, GRADED
HOMO MORPIDSMS, GRADED' ALGEBRAS, GRADED MODULES
Throughout this appendix all vector spaces, or algebras are either real or
complex; with one of these alternatives holding throughout. Graded means
throughout Zj2-graded.
.
AI. Graded vector spaces
A graded vector space is a vector E, together with a direct sum decomposition
(A.1)

28

A* (~ A) is an associative algebra of (4.2) for which classical operators are derivations of the

type (4.4) and we have

<5 2 =

0, cf. Remark 2.2.

in two vector subspaces EO, E1 .consisting of the even, resp. odd elements of E.
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Elements of EOuE I are called homogeneous, the degree of ~ E EOuEI
definition

a~

=

IS

by

where we have the following formula for graded commutators:
[S® T, S'®T'] =

(~IY7Tos' SS'®[T,

T'],
(A.9)

{.o modZ/2

if S'S = (_I)OSOS' SS',

(A.2)

1 mod Z/2

and we set, for i E Z
if i = 0 mod 2,
if i = 1 mod 2.

(A.3)

We denote furthermore by E· the set of homogeneous elements of E
EO = E OuE1.

(A.4)

Given graded vector spaces E, F, we define the set of -homomorphisms
Hom(E, F) from E to F as the vector space of linear maps: E -+ F equipped with
the grading
Hom(E, F)o= {aEHom(E, F); aEi cFi, iEZ/2},
Hom(E, F)1 = {aEHom(E, F); aEi c Fi+t, iEZ/2}.

(A.4a)

The usual notion of vector space appears as the specialization of graded vector
spaces corresponding to trivial grading, i.e. E = EO, El = {OJ. Considering R(q as
trivially graded, the dual of the graded vector space E is then E* = Hom(E, R)
( = Hom(E, q), in other terms E*o and E*1 are the respective annihilators ()f E\
resp. EO -in E*.
'
.
Note that, since we have, with E, F, G graded vector spaces .
. Hom(E, G) c Hom(F,
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G)o~om(E;

F)

(A.S)

we see that the graded vector spaces together with their homomorphisms ,~(with
composition of -homomorphisms as a product) build a category.
With E, F graded vector spaces their tensor product E ® F is that of ~, F as
vector _spaces, -taken as a graded vector space with the grading
(A.6)
i+j=k

Now with E, F, E', F' graded vector spaces and SEHom(E, E'), TEHom(F, F')
we define graded tensor product S ® T E Hom (E ®F, E' ®F') by

S, S' EHom(E, E)",

With E 1, E 2, E3 graded vector spaces, we shall identify (E1 ®E 2)®E 3 and
E1 ®(E 2 ®E3) (denoted E1 ®E2 ®E3) by making the identification 1
~1 ®(~2®~3) = (~1 ®~2)®~3'

(A.IO)

(A.ll)

which acting on

e1

®e2®~3' ~iEEi' i = 1, 2, 3, yields

(S1 ®S2®S3)(~1 ®~2 ®~3)

2

o
(_I)os2 c;1 +OS3(0C;1 +0C;2) SI ~1 ®S2 ~2 ®S3 ~3' (A.12)

=

With E, F, graded _vector spaces, we may also identify F ®E with E ®F by
deciding that
(A.13)

With E', F' other graded vector spaces, identifyi~g like this F' ®E' with E' ®F',
and identifying Hom (F ®E, F' ®E') with Hom (E ®F~ E' ®F'), by deciding that
T®S

=

(_I)OTOsS®T,

SEHom(E, E'),,_ TEHom.(F, F')'

(A.14)

we then have that
(A.IS)

These identifications allow us to alter the order of the factors in tensor products
according to convenience.
We close this section by noting that, with E and F graded vector spaces, the
set yn(E, F), of F-valued n-~inear forms on E, identifies with Hom(E®n, F) by
requiring
A(~b ... , ~n) = A(~l ®

... ®~n)'

~1'

... ,

~nEE

(A.16)

with the implication that
n

a{A(~1' ... , ~n)} = aA+

This entails, for S' E Hom (E', E")"; T' E Hom (F', F'')" (E", F" graded vector spaces),
the composition rule

I

a~b

AE !en(E, F)", ~1'

••• ,

~nEE·.

(A.17)

i= 1
1

(A.8)

~iEEi' i = 1, 2, 3.

This matches with -the definition (A.7) in as much as one has, for Si E Hom (Ei' Fi),
i = 1, 2, 3

(A.7)

(S'®T')(S®T) = (_I)OTOS S' S®T' T

T, T' EHom(F, F)".

2

Identi flcation compatible with the graded vector space structure.
.
We then write ~1 ®~2 ®~3 and SI ®S2 ®S3 to mean the common value (A.9), resp. (A.lO)
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belongs to (Der A)P+k, and we have that

A.2 Graded algebras
A graded algebra is a graded vector space A = AOEBA 1 with a bilinear product
, A x A - A such that
Ai Aj

C

Ai+j,

i,jEZj2.

(A.I8)

The graded algebra A is associative whenever
a(bc) = (ab)c,

a, b, cEA,

(A.19)

[ ~, a11]
~

= ( - 1)pk a [~, 11] + (~ a) 11 ,

= (Der At,

1]EDer A,

ba

= (_1)OaOb ab,

so that (A, Der A) is a graded Lie-Cartan pair, cf. Definition 1.1.
.
Given two graded algebras A and B, their skew tensor product A ®B IS,. as a
vector space, the usual tensor product of A and B as vector spaces, equIpped
with the grading
(A.27)

11) ~[~, 11]EL is such that

aEA,

(-1tY [[~, 11], ']] +( ~ l)pa [[11, '], ~]] +( -1)YP [[C ~], 11]
11EI!,

= 0,

(A.21)

a, bE End (E)".

, (A.22)

1'= REBA
1'0 =

(A.23)
aEAP, bEA, (A.24)

where End(A) denotes the set of endomorphisms of A as a vector space. With this
definitions, Der A is 'a sub-graded Lie algebra of the commutator Lie algebra' of
End (A). If furthermore A is graded commutative, the composition a~ of ~ E (Der A)k
and multiplication from the right by a E A P
(a~) b = a(~b),
3

Or Lie super algebra.

bE A

(A.25)

(A.29)

(CEBA)

. (A.30)

(direct sum of vector spaces), with the grading

REBAo
Al

= {~EEnd(A)i: ~(ab) = (~a)b+( -1)iPa(~b)~,

(A.28)

b' EB.

as graded algebra, for' A, B, C graded algebras.
., .
Furthermore, the skew produCt· of two associative algebras IS assocIatIve,
the skew product. of two graded commutative algebras is graded commutative; and the skew product of a graded commutative algebra and of a graded
Lie algebra (in either order) is a graded Lie algebra.
Given a graded associative algebra A, one defines as follows the grad~
associative algebra A obtained from A by adjoining. a unit 1. We set

with,. for i E Zj2
(Der A)i

a' EA',

A®(B®C) ,,-,(A®B)®C

In fact, each associative graded algebra A becomes a graded Lie algebra (called
the commutator Lie algebra of A) under the graded commutator defined as in (A.22)
for a, bEA·.
"
With A a graded algebra, the graded vector space Der A, of graded der~liations of
A is defined as,
'
Der A = (Der A)Offi (Der A)l

bEB',

The skew product is associative in the sense that.

'ELY.

Note that, with E a' graded vector' space, End (E) = Hom(E, E) with the
grading (A.4) is a graded commutative algebra under the composition of endomorphisms, and it is a graded Lie algebra under the graded commutator - bilinear
extension of '
[a, b] = ab-( _1)oao~ ba,

and with the skew product, bilinear extension of 4
(a®b) (a' ®b') = ( _1)ObOa' aa' ®bb',

[1], ~] = (-1t P+ 1 [~, 11],

~ELa,

i+j=n

(A.20)

a, bEA·.

A graded Lie algebra 3 is a graded algebra L whose product, called the bracket
(~,

(A.26)

aEAP,

it is graded commutative whenever it is associative and such that

and denoted

41

=

(CEBAO),

(A.31)

OEBA 1

and the product given by
(lX, a)(/3, b) = (a/3, ab+/3a+ab),

(A.32)

which is bilinear associative, graded in the sense (A.6), and has the unit 1 = (1, 0),
so that one can write
(lX, a) = a1 + a.

(A.33)

4 Note that we would obtain (A.26) from (A.6) by letting a, a' and b, b' act by multiplication from
the left on A, resp. B, and constructing a®bEEnd(A®B) from aEEnd(A), bEEnd(B).
'
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Note that A ""' OEeA becomes an ideal in A, generated by the idempotent (0, e)
if A was unital with unit e to begin with.
A.3 Linear modules over graded commutative algebras
Throughout this section A denotes a graded commutative algebra (as a special
case, with trivial grading, we have A = R (A = C).
A graded linear left A-module (resp. right A-module) E is a graded vector space
E = EO + E1 endowed with a bilinear product
.
.
~) ~a~EE,

A xE3(a,

(resp. E x A 3(~a) ~~aE E)

(A.34)

With such an E and a left A -module F the tensor product E ® AF of E and F 'Over A
is then defined as the quotient of E ®F through the vector space generated by the
. elements
(A.40)
E ® AF then becomes a left B-module, left multiplication by b arising by linear
extension from 7
.
(A.41)
Suppose now A is graded commutative, each linear left A-module (or linear
right A-module) E is automatically a linear A-bimodule, by defining
~'a

fulfilling

=

(_l)0ao~ a~,

p, k EZj2

(b~) a

(A.35)

(~a)b = (_l)Ob(o~+oa) b(~a)

a, bEA,

~EE

(~a) b = ~(ab».

(A.36)

If A is unital with unit 1, the module E is called unital whenever.
1~=~,

(resp.

~EE

~ 1 = ~).

(A.37)

Note that a graded linear left (right) A-module over a non-unital algebra A can
be m~de into a unital module over A by defining 5
(al+a)~= a~+a~,
(resp~ ~ (a 1 + a)

al+aEA,

== a~ + ~a),

(A.38)

~EE.

Recall that, with A and B (graded commutative) algebras a linear left B-, right
A-, bimodule 6 E is a graded vector space which is both a left B:"module and a right
A-module in such a way that
(b~)a = b(~a),

~EE,

~ EE';

= (_l)Oa(Ob+o~) ab~ = (_l)oao~ ba~ = b(~a)

and

and

(resp.

a = A',

(A.42)

indeed, for bE A'

AP Ek C EP+k,
(resp. Ek AP c EP+k),

a(b~) = (ab)~,
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aEA, bEB.

(A.39)

5 This is the reason why we consider linear left (right) modules (clksed to be vector spaces) rather
than just left (right) modules defined in' terms of Abelian groups.
6 A linear left A-right A-bimodule is ca11ed a linear A-bimodule.

=

(._l)o~O(ab) ab~

=

(A.43)

(_l)ObOa+o~(oa+m,) ba~

= ~ (ab).

(A.44)

This allows us, given linear left A-modules E and F, to build the tensor product
E ®AF as before, or to consider the tensorial powers E ®AE ®A ... ®A E, with the
property
J: tVI
tVlJ:
tVI J:tVlJ:
tVI'
tVlJ:
(1)oa(O~1+ ... +0~i-1) J: tVI
tVlJ:
~1 ~ ••• ~~i-1 ~a~i~~i+l ~ ... ~~n = a~1 ~ ... ~~m
(A.45)
aEA',
~b ..• , ~nEE·.
If, for arbitrary linear left A-modules, E, F we define HomA.(E, F) as the graded
subspace of Hom(E, F) (as vector spaces), given by

HomA(E,F)k= {AEHom(E,F)k: A(a~)=(-l)oAoaaA~, a=A', ~EE} (A.46)
we then have that HomA (E®n, F) identifies, as a graded vector space, with the set
2A (E, F) of F-valued graded n-A-linear forms on E, setting
(A.47)

The elements of 2A (E, F)k are thereby characterized as the AE 2n(E, F) fulfilling,
for aEA', ~1' ... , ~nEE'
'(J:
J:
J:
J:
J:)
(
1)0a(OA+o~1 +... +O~i-1) '(J:
J:)
(A.48)
A ~1' .•. , ~i-1' a~h ~i+1' ... , ~n = all. ~1' ..• , ~n'
We shall write 2n(E, F) to mean 2'R(E, F) (2c(E, F».
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We then define

APPENDIX B. TWISTED AND GRADED ALTERNATION
THE SPACE, THE ALGEBRAS

(B.7)

B.l DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION. In denotes the set of the first n integers and En
the group of permutations of In.
(i) Given a set E, we denote by En the set of maps In --+ E

I.e.
(B.7a)

with average over En

. (B.l) .
alternatively denoted by listing. the
~

Setting

~O' = ~ 00', ~EEn,

~i

(B.1a)

(~,

O')EEn xEn --+ ~O'EEn,

=

~(O'L),·
~id

=

~EEn,

~,

O',LEEn,

(called· the nth antisymmetrizer).

O'n o Ln· = (O'L)n,

X(~,

0') X(~O',

~ EEn, 0',

(AJ)(~1:1' ... , ~~)= Xn(~' L)(AJ)(~.1' ... , ~n)'

A; =

(B.3)
l'

EEn·

Xn+m(~'®~",

Xn+m(~'®~",

~XnE

0' n(1'

xn(E) is then called tensorial whenever
~'EEn, ~"EEm,

id®L) = Xm(~", 1'),

O'EEm LEEm ,

=

(B.l2)

An

{fE~: f(~1:1' .:., ~1:) = Xn(~' L)f(~l' ... , ~n)}'

Proof: (i) One has, for f

jEIm·

O'®id) = Xn(~', 0'),

(B.ll)

with range of the fixpoznts of g;n under all O'n, O'EEn:

(B.4)

~n+j=~'j,

N

(B.9)

(iii) An is an idempotent of g;"

1'),

Ang;"

nE

EEn·

(B.lO)

For n, mEN, ~'EEn, ~"EEm we define ~'®~"EEn+m as follows:

A hierarchy of characters
one has

0', l'

(ii) .One has

~EEn.

0'1') = X(~,

id) = 0,

(O'n)-l = (O'-l)n,

(B.2)

The Cartesian product En X En thereby acquires a groupoid structure, for which
(~, 0') and (1'/, 1') are multiply able, with product (~, 0'1') whenever ~O' = 1'/. With K
a coinmutative field, and K* = K - {O}, we denote by xn(E) the set of K*-valued
characters of the groupoid En X En, i.e. the set of maps x: En X En --+ K* fulfilling 8
x(~,

(B.8)

B.2 THEOREM. With the definitions and notation of B.l we have that
(i) 0' ~O'n is a linear representation of En on g;": One has

O'EE n, we get a right action of En on En:

(~O')L

1
A=-"O'
n
,i..J n
n. O'EIn

with increasing indexes

= {~b ... , ~n}'
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J)( ~ 1,

... ,

E

g;", ~ 1,

... ,

(B.l3)

~n E E, using (B.3)

~ n) = X(~, 0')(1' J)( ~ 0' l'

... ,

~ 0')

(B.l4)

= X(~, O')X(~O', L)f(~0'1:1' ... , ~0'1:)
= X(~,

(B.5)
=

0'1') f(~O'tl' ... , ~O't)

{(O'L)J}(~l' ... , ~n)

(B.14)

and

with, for n = 0,

(B.1S)
Xo(O, 0)

= l.

(B.6)

(ii) One has then
8 Note that we then have
product.

X(~,1:-1)=X(~1:-1,1:)

and that xn(E) is a group for the pointwise

(B:16)
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(i) If'ai EA·, where A is a graded-commutative algebra, then

and
(B.17) ,

(B.19)

(i) Xn is a character of the groupoid En XLn: Xn Exn(E). Moreover the hierarchy
Xn is tensorial. 11
(iii) Un as defined in (B.7a) with Xn the graded alternate character in Definition
B.3 leaves stable the subset 2~ (E, ~ of 2 (En, ff). By restricting the' an to
2A (E, F), we get a representation of L n by zero grade endomorphisms (still denoted
an) of 2~(E;F) as a graded vector space. We denote by AA(E, F) the corresponding
set of fixpoints:
(B.24)
AA (E, F) = An 2~ (E, F)

(B.20)

and call the elements of AA (E, F) the F-valued graded alternate n-A-linear forms on. E.
(iv) With E®n the graded nth tensor power of E,12 and identifying 2~ (E, F) with
RomA (E®n, F) as follows:

(iii) One has then
(B.18)

On the other hand, for f

Ang, g E$?', we have, by (B.I0)

=

7: J = 7: n An g = An g = f

and conversely, if fE$?' fulfils aJ =f for all aELn, we have
AJ

=, I =, I
1

n. uEIn

aJ

1

n. uEIn

f=j.

(B.23)

We now describe the linear variety of twisted antisymmetrization relevant to
our graded Lie-Cartan pairs: the latter is obtained by taking for E and F
graded A-modules, A graded-commutative algebra.
'
I

B.3 DEFINITION. Let A = AOEBA be a graded-commutative algebra, with
E = EOEBE I and F = FOEBF 1 graded left A-modules. We denote by 9A (E, F) the
set of graded F -valued n-A-linear forms, i.e. n-linear 9 maps A: En ~ F fulfilling,
for each i EIn, a EA', ~k EE', k = 1, ... , n
'
1(S) ( ; ; '
;;
;;;;
;; ) _ (
'1)oa(s+ o~l + ... + O~i -1) 1(s) (;;
;; )
IL
~b ••. , ~i-l' a~i' ~i+l' ... , ~n - aIL ~1' ... , ~n'
(B.21)

(B.25)
an acting on

2~(E,

(B.26)
Proof: (i) Since A is graded-commutative, X+ (a, a) in (B.23) is the sign obtained
as follows: decompose a E En as in (B.22), write a as a product of transpositions
and set X+ (a, a) = (_1)S, s the number of transpositions affecting elements a·Jk of
odd degree: we then have s = Q(a, a).
(ii) Since X is a character of L n, XnExn(E) follows from X: EX(E). Now with
aEA n and a, 7:ELn we have, by (B.23)
aut1

where A(s) is the grade-s-component of A.
On the other hand, de define as follows the Zj2-valued graded alternate
character 10 Xn, nEN. For aEEn with signature x(a) and ~E(E")n ~uch that

~ik E

=

EO,

~izEEl,

{~il' ... , ~ip} u{~h' ... , ~jq}'

1 ~ il < ... < ip ~ n,

(B.22)

1 ~jl'< ... <jq ~ n

we set Xn(~' a) =X(u)X:(~, a) with X:(~, a) =(_1)1?(~'u), Q(~, a) the number of
pairs 1, mE Iq with I < m and az > Um •
B.4 PROPOSITION. With' the definitions and notation in B.1 through B.3, we
have that
9
10

Meaning R-linear (C-linear).
The associated graded symmetrizer A will be referred to as the graded antisymmetrizer.

•••

X: (a, a7:) al .. , an
= X: (aa, 7:) aUl ... a(fn

acnn =

=Xn+(aa,7:)X + (a,a)al· '.. an·

,>

{~1' ... , ~n}

F), aELn is the transpose of a acting as follows on E®n:

(B.27)

(iii) Let AE 2A (E, F). Sin~e En is generated by transpositions of neighbouring
elements' of In, it is enough to show that, for each kEI n- 1 , one has A'E2~(E, F),
A' the transform of A by the transposition (k +4 k + 1). Now if ~i EE\ i = 1, ... , n
1
we have, X(~, k +4 k + 1) = ( -1) +akak+ 1, hence, assuming A of grade s
A' (;;~1'

•.. ,

;; ) -- (_1)1 +akak+ 1 A~1'
(;
;;
~n
... , ~k-l' ~k+l' ~b ~k+2' ... , ~J.

Now property (B.21) obviously holds for i ~ k+ 1 and i

~

(B.28)

k+2: Let aEAP. For

11 x;;(e, 0') =(_1)"(~'0') = X(O')xn (e, '0') is also a character of the groupoid EnxIn (called the
graded symmetric character) and the hierarchy X: is also tensorial.
12
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i = k, we have

x (~ 1, ... ,

~k- 1, a~k' ~k+ 1, ... , ~ n)

(B.36)

= (_1)1 +(~+ak)ak+ 1 A(~l' ... , ~k-1 '~k+ 1, a~k' ... , ~n)

_(
- -

1)1+a~k+1+p(S+O~1+ ... +0~k-1)

= (_l)P(S+O~l + ... +O~k-1) aX (~1'

'(J:
aA ':.1,

... ,

J:
J:
J: J:
J:)
':.k-1, ':.k+1, ':.k, ':.k+2, ... , ':.n

... , ~J

(B.29)

with An+m the graded antisymmetrizer defined in term of the graded alternate
character (cf Defi1}-ition B.3), w~ get a graded wedge product /\ which is asociative

with OA' = OA = s; and for i = k + 1

A /\ (Jl /\ v) = (A /\ Jl) /\ V =
.
.

X(~l' ... , ~k' a~k+1' ~k+2' ... , ~n)
.
1 +ak(p+ak+ 1) '(J:
J:
J:
J: J:
J:)
=(-:-1)
A ':.b ... , ':.k-1, a':.k+1, ':.b ':.k+2, ... , ':.n
J:
J:
.J: J:
J:)
= ( - 1) 1+akak+1 +p(s+a1 +.... +ak-1) aA'(J:':.1, .•• , ':.k-1,
':.k+l, ':.k, ':.k+2, ... , ':.n
p(s+a1 + ... +a n-1) "(J:
J:
J: J:
J: )
(B.30)
= ( - l)
aA ':.1, ... , ':.k-1, ':.k, ':.k+1' ... , ':.n •

=

4n+m+r (A Q9Jl·Q9V) ,

Hence, under the bilinear extension of the product, (B.36), A* (E, A) is an associative
algebra with subalgebra A~ (E, A).
Proof: For aEAP, writing OA

= s, OJl = t,

O~i

= IXh i

~ n

(A.Q9Jl)(~l' ... , ~i-1' a~i' ~i+1' ""~n+m>

X(~, (J-l)((JnA)(~O"-ll' ... , ~q-1,)

(_I)t(a 1+ ... +an+ p)+p(s+a1 + ... +ai-1) 'A(J:
J:) (J:
J:
a ':.1,···, ':.n Jl ':.n+1' ... , ':>n+m)
= (_I)p(s+t+a 1 + ... +ai-1) a(AQ9Jl)(~b .. "~n+m)
(B.38)
=

= X(~(J-1, (J)X(~(J-l, (J)A(~l' ... , ~n)
= A(~l' ... , ~n)' .

'"

n.m.r.

(B.37)

(iv) For AE2~(E, F), (JEL m ~EEn, we have'
«(JnA)((Jn(~l Q9 ... Q9~n»

(n+m+r)!

(B.31)

and for i > n

B.5 Remark. As suggested by (B.3) we could adopt the notation
. X(~, (J)

=

(T~(J)

(B.32)
_(_I)t(a 1 +.:.+an>+P(t+s+a1+ ... +ai - 1) '(J:
J:) (J:
. J:
)
aA ':>1,·~··, ':>n Jl ':.n+b ... , ':>n+m
= (_I)p(s+t+a 1+ ... +ai-l) a(AQ9Jl)(~l' ... , ~n+m)'

transforming (B.3) into the "Leibniz rule"

(~~~ ) = (~;) (~; ).

(B.33)

B.6 PROPOSITIO~. Let A be a graded commutative complex algebra, ~1J(i E a
graded left A-module. If, given AE 2n(E, A), JlE !l'"'(E, A), we define AQ9Jl as

(AQ9Jl)(~l' ... , ~n+m) =(_I)OIL(O~1+ ... +0~n) A{~i,"" ~n)Jl(~n+b ... , ~m+n)'
"
(B.34)
~iEE',
i = 1, 2, ... , n+m,
then we get an associative-graded tensor product Q9: one has
AQ9(JlQ9V)

= (A Q9Jl)Q9v,

Moreover, AQ9Jl E 2'A+n(E, A)
13

~ (E,

AE

We proved the A-linearity of AQ9Jl. We now check (B.35): we have, for
AE

2n(E, A), JlE ~(E, A)

{(AQ9Jl)Q9V}(~l' .... , ~n+m+r)
n+m
ov

r

O~i

=(-1) i=l
OIL

n

r

and Jl E 2'A(E, A).13 Defining further,

F) is defined in Appendix A (cf. (A.47), (A.48».

(AQ9Jl)(~l' ... , ~n+m)V(~l' ... , ~n+m+r)

O~i + Ov

=(-1) i=l

2n(E, A), JlE 2m(E, A), VE 2r(E, A). (B.35)

if A E 2A (E, 1)

(B.39)

(OIL + ov)
= (.-1)

n+m

r

i=l
n

r

O~i

i= 1

O~i

A(~l' ... , ~n)Jl(~n+1' ... , ~n+m)v(~n+m+1' ... , ~n+m+r)

A (~1' ... , ~~)(JlQ9V)(~n1' ... , ~n+m+r)

={A® (jl®V)} (~b ... '~n+m+r)'

(B.40)
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We now check (B.27) in this context, from which (B.18) where f --+ A, g --+ Jl
follows as in the proof of Theorem B.2 (iv), entailing (B.37). We have, indeed, from
(B.34), for A, 11 and the ~i as above
(an A(8)I1)(~ b

... ,

commutation property
. IlI\A = (.,.-lt m+oAol' A 1\11,

AEAn(E), IlEA m(E),

(B.46)

hence it is graded commutative for a trivially graded E.

~n+m)

IX

= ( _It( l + ... +IX > X(~',
n

= X(~', O')(A<8)Il)(~b

0')

A(~CTl' ... , ~o) ,u(~n+ 1,

... ,

Proof of (B.46): We first look at elements A, 11 EA' (E).
Now we have, for ~1 EEIXI. ~1 EEIX2. PI. = s. ?Jl = t

~n+m)

(1lI\A)(~l' ~2) = {A2(Il<8)A)}(~1' ~2)

... , ~n+m)

t {1l(8)A)(~b ~2)-( _ltlIX2(Il<8)A)(~2' ~1)}
= t {( _ltIXl Jl(~ljA(~2)-( _ltlIX2+SIX2 1l(~2)(el)
= t {( -lr Jl(~d A(~2)- 1l(~2) A(~l)}'
=

and
(A (8)'rm Il)(~ 1,
=

... ,

~n+m)

IX
(_I)t( l + ... +IX n>X(~", 'r)A(~l'

= X(~", 'r)(A<8)Il)(~l'

••• ,

~n)Il(~n+l' ... , ~n+m)

(B.42)

.. "~n+m)'

whence our conclusion (using (B.5) we denoted {~1' .;., ~n} = ~', {~n+l' ... , ~n+m}
= ~").

B.7 Remark. We note the expression of the graded wedge product ofa oneform and an n-form: for ((JEA1(E), AEA~(E)', resp. qJEAl(E, F), AEAn(E, F)',
formula (B.36) reads
n+ 1

L

(qJ I\A)(~l' ... , ~n+d = -

i- 1

i + O~i( OA + L O~k)
....
(-1)
k=l
qJ(~i)A(~l' ... , ~i' ... , ~n+l)'

i'= 1

(B.43)
where

51

means omission.

Proof: Use the fact that Ln+ 1 =

U

Li OO'i where

iEln+ 1

1 2... .... n+ 1),
i 1 ... i ... n+l

0'.= (..
l

1 ~ i < n+ 1

(B.44)

and Li is the subgroup of Ln+ 1 leaving i invariant. (B.43) then follows from
CardLi = n! and
i-I
i+ 1 + o~i

X(~, 0'i) = ( - 1)

L

k= 1

o~k

.

(B.45)

B.8 Remark. Applied to the trivially graded commutative algebra A = R ( = C)
with E a real (complex) vector space, Proposition B.6 describes the algebra
A* (E) = EB An(E) of real (complex) graded alternate multilinear forms on E. A* (E)
neN

is a sub algebra of the algebra Aff"* in Theorem B.2 (iv). A * (E) gives rise to the

(B.47)

where we used the facts that, by definition, with bik the Kronecker· symbol
1l(~1) = btIXl Jl(~l)'

Jl(~2) = bta2Jl(~2)'
A(~2) =

A(~d = <5sIXl A(~l)

bSIX2 A(~2)'

Exchange of A and 11 then· shows that we have
IlI\A = (_I)st+l A 1\11,

OA =

S,

011 = t.

(B.48)

Now, by linearity, it is enough to check (B.46) for A = ({Jl 1\ ... 1\ ({Jm Jl
= t/ll 1\ ... I\I/Jm, ({Ji' t/ljEA 1(E)', i = 1, 2, ... , n, j = 1, 2, ... , m. Applying (B.44)

r

"
nm+( i: Q(pi)(. i'A/I)
nm tlmes then bnngs about a factor (-1)
l= 1
J= 1

